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Tubbs asked to resign as
student affairs vice president
By OLIVIA K. CURNOW
Managing Editor_
LeVester Tubbs, vice president
of student affairs, will step down
from his position in May 1998 at
the request of President John Hitt
and Provost Gary Whitehouse.
Tubbs will take a sabbatical for
one year and then return to a new
position in the College of
Education and a pay decrease of
almost $20,000. His teaching contract will change from a 12-month
to a 9-month appointment.

Although he will be the college's
highest paid faculty member, his
salary will drop from $107 ,800 to
$88,202.
Dean McFall, spokesperson for
the university, said a letter from
Whitehouse to Tubbs explained
the particulars of the situation and
said that information could not be
released.
"Basically, it's time for a
change," McFall said.
An evaluation of Tubbs' work
suggested probfems with Student

Christianity flexes its muscles

Government, housing and student
affairs. Tubbs was overseeing SGA
when it was suspended two years
ago for using student fees to buy
cars and other costly items.
"Housing was not a major
issue," said Christopher McCray,
director of housing. "We have
issues in housing that neither Dr.
Tubbs nor myself have control
over."
SGA President Keith McDonald
was shocked to hear the news. He
said he usually meets with Tubbs
See TUBBS, Page 9
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pr. LeVester Tubbs, seen here at the Student Union grand
openjng, is being asked to resfgn by Jan. 15.

Registration goes on-line

By JEFF BILLMAN

Staff Writer

By MAYERLINE MICHEL
Staff Writer
No more waiting in long lines
or using the telephone to register for classes at UCF. At the
end of October, students can
choose their classes on the
World Wide Web.
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well use it, said Bill Hostetler,
computer applications coordinator for the Registrar's Office.
Because UCF is growing so
fast, university officials wanted
to give students as many
options to standing in line or
using the telephone to access
records or register for classes
as possible.
"It saves the university and
students time and resources,"
Hostetler said. "Students don't
have to drive to campus and
wait in line to pick up a copy of
their schedule. They can see
their class schedule and print
out a copy. We've always tried
to find new ways to make registration easier for students."
"We're also becoming a 24-

hour university," said Tad
Simmons, a World Wide Web
administrator. "We want students to be able to make transactions from anywhere, anytime."
Some students who have
heard of the system think it's a
good idea, others are skeptical.
"It would probably be my
first choice over telephone registration because I think it'll be
quicker and easier access,"
junior Alison Darvile said.
"You won't be able to get
through, or the system will
shut down," senior Suzelene
Michel said.
Although some problems will
not come up until registration
See ON-LINE, Page 3
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A cloud of conspiracy infiltrated the UCF Arena
By BRIAN SMITH
News Editor

Photo by PETER KUNDIS

Oliver Stone (center) with Travis Luther(left) and Scott Kaylor
(right) entertained a large audience on his visit to UCF.

The man who has been called
one of the most inventive and
controversial filmmakers of our
time visited UCF on Oct. 2.
Oliver Stone, 3-time
Academy
Award
winner,
signed copies of his debut
novel, "A Child's Night
Dream," at the UCF Bookstore
and lectured at the arena.
Stone was scheduled to be at
the bookstore at 6:30 p.m. and
the arena at 8 p.m.
UCF paid $22,000 from the
activities and service fee for
Stone's appearance.

Phil Goree, bookstore manager, ordered about 500 copies
of the book, each priced at
$21.95.
"I've been to a couple of his
movies, but I'm not particularly
fond of him," Goree said. "I
know he's considered a great
director and screenwriter."
The copies have been selling
well.
"It's been steady all day
long," said Leslie Gale, bookstore cashier.
Film student Christine
Seluaggi arrived at the bookstore at 4:30 p.m. to be first in
line.
"I like Oliver Stone,"

Seluaggi said. "I'm surprised he
would take the time to come
here to a non-publicized
school."
Seluaggi, who bought the
book when it first came out,
said Stone's novel arn;l his
~ovies are interesting.
"They're really odd and a person has to read between the
lines to understand."
By 6:30 p.m. the line grew to
about 200 people.
~tone's flight was delayed
and he did not arrive until 7: 15
p.m.
When he sat down, he asked
the media to wait a couple of
See STONE, Page 3
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'The Smartest Man Alive' packs _U CF Arena
By OLIVIA K. CURNOW
Managing Editor
Two hours before the 8 p.m.
show on Friday, both stairwells
to the UCF Arena were packed
with students, the lines leading
out into the street. Students had
been waiting for the Adam
Sandler show to start since the
morning, but the intense heat did
not affect their enthusiasm.
Junior Matt Kersting arrived at
6:30 p.m., well-equipped to
stand in line with snacks, vegetable soup and a big soup spoon
in his shirt pocket.
"I just wish they would've

opened the gates already," said
Colin McQueen, anthropology
major. "I drove by here around
11 a.m. and people were already
here."
As the clock ticked closer to 8
p.m., more students arrived, anx- .
ious to see Sandler, and hoping
to get in the door.
"This is worth it, just standing
in the back of the line," said
Michael Cain, one of the last
people to arrive.
Finally, arena officials opened
the doors at 7 p.m. and students
shoved iheir way through the
turnstiles. They searched frantically for the best seats and all

5,000 students filled the arena.
"I think it's going to be really
cool," said freshman Brad Gans.
"I want to hear him sing in funny
voices. I don't need to see his
face all that much."
Jill Balboni, director of
Campus Activities Board which
hosted the event, said she has not
seen so many people in the arena
since graduation.
"This is the max capacity of the
arena," she announced to the
audience.
The crowd chanted "ADAM!
ADAM!," stomped their tired
feet and clapped their hands until
Sandler, sporting beige cor-

lighters to his latest release, "The
Lonesome Kicker," laughed at
the new lyrics in "The Chanuka
Song," and sang along to "Bad
Boyfriend."
Sandler left the stage at 9:30
p.m. and students began leaving
the arena, still looking back at
the stage and whispering, "Is he
coming back?" Sandler did come
back for an encore and ended the
show with "Red Hooded
Sweatshirt."
"H~ played the sweatshirt
song!," exclaimed legal studies
major Kerri Baranoski. I stood
in line since 3 p.m. and I thought
it was well worth the wait."

duroys and round, wire-rimmed
glasses, came on stage. The fans
stood and applauded his arrival
and then Sandler performed 45
minutes of stand-up comedy.
Kicking off his nationwide tour
called "An Evening with Adam
Sandler," he joked about his
sleepwalking college roommate
and one-night stands, and poked
fun at the women who translated
his words into sign language.
Men paid respect to Sandler by
calling him "the smartest man
alive" and women professed
their undying love for him as
Sandler performed songs from
his three CDs. Fans raised their

-

Ticket fines improve
parking services

CEL teaches students to get job done
By KELLY BRYANT
Staff Writer

to get people closer to their
classes since the biggest complaint is not having enough
Parking Services plan to parking spaces that are close
improve student parking with enough to campus."
money it collects on tickets and
The 80 new spaces will be
$2 parking fees, according to added to the dirt parking lot
manager Ina Carpenter.
between
Lake
Claire
The money will be spent to _ Apartments and the Visual Arts
build a second parking garage Building. In addition to the
on the east side of campus and new spaces, the parking lot will
to add 80 paved spaces to the be paved.
parking lot near Aquarius
"Since Aquarius Agora Road
Agora Road.
is getting redone, we are going
Carpenter said construction .to piggy-back on that contract
on the second parking garage and add to that parking lot
will begin as soon as Parking while they are building for the
Garage West is complete. The road," Carpenter said.
second parking garage will be
Junior Jason Peterson said he
called Parking Garage East. is happy tha.t new parking
She said the first parking spaces will be added.
garage should be finished on
"I will be happy to see the
Jan.I.
parking garages because it will
Both will be free for students provide more places to park
with parking decals. Students and now I won't have to drive
without a decal must pay a $2 around for a long time looking
fee every day to use it.
for a place to park," Peterson
Carpenter said the parking said.
garages will be an advantage
Parking Services collects
for students.
about $450,000 in parking tickThe Parking Garage West will. ets every year. Carpenter said
have 339 spaces. Both parking the money collected from tickgarages will have more than ets and the $2 parking fee has
1,300 spaces.
always gone toward maintain"So we will have about 1,000 ing parking lots on a regular
more spaces on almost the basis since they eventually
same amount of land that will deteriorate. Money also goes
get people a little bit closer to toward administration of the
the core of campus," Carpenter program and covers debts it
said. "That is our biggest intent has.

People may be born leaders

but to be effective is a skill. This

By JAMES COMBS
Staff Writer

is why the Consultants .for
Effective Leadership (CBL) has
become a resource to the UCF

community.
CEL, which consists of IO students,

~olunteers

its time to

clubs and organizations to pro~
inote team building, diversity
and.t;Une management.
~ .,

'*CEL is a really

and is grateful for its dedication

the people involved

for potting so much"
time.and effort into

what they do. It
seerns like a lot of
hard work.••
- Tisli~Milbum,
iii

Residence Halls, Mini-farh.
"They bave been great in helping me put together packets and
giving. me a lot of ideas for icebreakers," said Whartorl.. "I
think CEL is real1y rescmrceful. 11
The consultants have put
together a resource librarylocated in the Office of Student
Activities. The library consists
of motivational bookst and
audio and video tapes. These
items may be cfiecked out for
free.
CEL is looking for new members to help ease the demand
that has been placed on. its services.
Membership lasts for a semester, beginning in January and
ending May of 1998. Students
who are interested should be
enrolled in 12 credit hours, have
a minimum 2.25 cumulative
grade point average and have
lea:dership experience.
Consultants must attend all
training sessions, planning
meetings, a retreat and The
Spring. Leadership Program.
Members are also committed to
present leadership workshops
ancl ,consultations with campus

she .has benefited from its work

unique organization .. I really admire

•

classes of campus groups.
One of the most popular of
CEL's functions is the annual
Etiquette Dinner on Oct. 24.
Students learn the proper manners for a business dinner, interview or formal occasion. The
consultants are planning The
. Spring Leadership .P rogram and
hope to bold a ballroom dance.
€EL has conducted six consultations a month with various
campus groups. Tisha Milburn,
a member ..of the 96-97
Orientation Team, said she feels

ci'~team 96-97

Chip beger; student director,
said one of CEL's main purposes is .t o save time fe>r groµps by
researcliing relevant leader.ship

, tqpics and .+e.porting back to the
organization.. ·This way the
• group :can get the information
without researching it themselves. This allows the. group .to
focus on other interests.
The consultants are specially
trained.. to teach programs on
leadership subjects. They also
attend meetings~ retreats and

to help students.
1
'CEL is really unique organization, r• said Milburn. "I really
admire the people involved for
putting so muchtime and effort
into what they do. It seems like
a lot of hard work."
CEL began seven years ago
when it branched off from a program called .Leaders Emerging
and Developing~ a seminar for
UCF students. Since then it bas
conducted over 200 consultatiGns sharing its leadership
experiences and increasing the
efficiency of UCF organizations.
CEL distr,ibut~s packets Qn
specified topics for clubs that
would like to present their own
program.
Laura Wharton, 96-97 president of the Lake Claire
Apartments Association, has
employed the .h elp of CEL for a
conference she is·holding for the
Florida
Association
of

a

groups.

The deadline is Nov. 14.
Applications are available in the
Office of Student Activities,
room 208, in the Student Union.
If you are interested in having
CEL consult with your group,
contact the Office · of Student
Activities.
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From PAGE 1
minutes before asking questions.
"I like to spend some time with these people,"
Stone said referring to the people in line.
Stone explained how the book got its title.
"I was possessed with a feeling of living within
a dream," Stone said.
Sophomore Seth Harac asked Stone to sign a
book for his father, a Vietnam veteran.
"Your son is a special young man," Stone wrote.
Stone explained why he wrote the book and
gave advice to students who aspire to be directors.
"I was always an author," Stone said. "I was 19
when I wrote this book, and 30 years later I came
back to it. It was good for me to write this book,
it refreshed me."
"Really work and write from ·the heart," Stone
said for aspiring directors.
He said the jungle of Vietnam inspired him to
direct because he saw things there he had never
seen or read about.
Stone left the bookstore at about 8 p.m. and
went to the arena for his lecture.
Betsy Penne, speaker's director for the Campus
Activities Board, introduced Stone to a crowd of
about 4,000.
·
"This is an awesome showing of UCF," Penne
said. "We appreciate your support.
"Wise men say if you're not criticized, you're not
doing anything. We're lucky to have him here.
Now everybody buckle your seatbelts and prepare
to travel with Oliver Stone."
"I expected something small," Stone said. "The
bigger the audience the more variance in topic. I
like to bring it back to what interests you, what
should be movies.
"When you talk about movies, you should discuss the person who made them. I grew up in a
culture of anxiety and insecurity. I grew up in
paranoia. My father taught me to be afraid of the
communist conspiracy. It affects my movies, how
could it not?"
Stone discussed several of his films.

He said "Born on the Fourth of July" dealt with
his experiences in Vietnam and when he returned
from the war. Stone said it is important to remember and honor Vietnam veterans.
"If we don't honor Vietnam veterans their ghosts
will wander forever," Stone said. "Vietnam needed to be done in movies. I thought it was a rotten
war."
Stone said he made "Natural Born Killers" due
to the emptying of the culture because of money.
War and murder got huge ratings on television, he
said.
"What are you going to learn from a murder,"
Stone said. "The climate produced 'Natural Born
Killers'. It was a satire on violence.
"The movie was like looking into a grotesque
funhouse mirror of killers and news anchors.
"I can't make movies that everybody is going to
get. I need to be free of definition, definition is
death. I've earned my freedom by facing rejection."
Besides discussing his films, Stone told the students to begin thinking for themselves and find
alternative ways of thinking.
"You are pounded by television, parents, peer
pressure and conformity of thought," Stone said.
"You are limited by knowledge in the air. Try to
find alternative ways of thinking.
"Hypocrisy will blind you. The hardest thing to
do after college is to live honestly. It's a hard thing
to get through life. Don't chase sceneries, keep
your eye on the ball."
After the lecture, students were able to ask Stone
questions. One student asked if Stone would like
to run for public office in the future.
"I like to get in there, kick ass and take names,"
Stone said. "Clean up the whole place."
Students enjoyed Stone's lecture.
"I liked what he talked about," freshman Adrian
Miller said. "It was relevant for a college crowd
but he seemed uncomfortable."
"Oliver Stone is the epitome of all film directors," junior Joseph Paladino said.

On-line registration soon
to be available to students

•

•

From PAGE 1
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© 1997 AT&T

begins, registrar office and computer service personnel have tested the new system to make sure it
works.
They plan to do more tests as registration
approaches, and they are replacing the old registration system with a bigger and better one, said
Bill Branch, computer services director.
"Then we'll be using 50 people to test the system," Hostetler said. "We'll give them fake social
security numbers and pin codes. We'll let them
use the schedule booklet from last semester to
register. We want to make sure the system works
before it's available to students-."
To access the system, users need their social
security number and their pin code, which is their
birth month followed by their date of birth.
Further instructions will be in the schedule booklet.
Students can view class listings, print out an
audit, choose their classes, view it on a 24-hour 7day calendar and check their hold or financial aid
status.
"Basically we're giving students as much information as they can take," said Simmons.
Students
can
access
Polaris
at
http//:polaris.cc.edu.

Photo by AMBER BOWERS

Channon Baker tests out the new on-line registration system.
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Visitors to receive more
information about UCF
By JENNIFER LINDSTROM

Staff Writer
Each semester the UCF campus is visited by thousands of
students and their families. The
UCF Tour Guides are: dedicated
to persuading these visitors that
the school is their No. 1 choice.
The Admissions Office has
expanded the opportunities for
campus visitors by opening an
information session room in the
Administration Building.
This room will be used to provide students and parents a
chance to ask questions about
the admissions criteria and to
learn about the highlights and
partnerships UCF has to offer.
The room has a gold curtain
with a symbol of the Pegasus in
the center, benches that will
hold about 45 people and a
TVNCR to provide video presentations. When the room is
not being used for an information session, the admissions
office uses it as a work area for
student admissions employees.
"It is a great opportunity for
the Tour Guide Program and the
Admissions Office to utilize the
room for presentations to our
visitors," said Rick Bollinger,
assistant director in admissions
and tour guide . advisor. "The
sessions will help to answer the
intricate questions parents and
students have."
The information sessions take
place after the tour guides give
their one-hour campus-tour. The
campus tours are given Monday
through Friday at U a.m. and 2
p.m.
-Last year, there were 550
tours given to about 8,750 visitors. Tours range in numbers
from one person to more than
50 people. The inform~tion sessions will not eliminate th~

opportunities for the visitors to
· speak individually with admissions counselors as they have mation about UCF, as well as
done in the past. They can individualized
information
request that after their presenta- about the college in which the
student plans to major.
tion.
The tour guides explain the
The sessions will focus on
general admissions criteria, the major services students attendpartnerships with the Orlando ing U~F can use and where
community and the distinctions they are located.
At the end of each tour, the
of the university.
"I think these information ses.- visitors are asked to fill out
sions will let the parents and information cards and a tour
students understand the special guide evaluation sheet. Each
opportunities at UCF and make tour guide is responsible for
it easier for them to get those turning in the evaluations and
detailed questions that we may writing a thank you postcard to
not know the answer to each guest in their tour.
addressed thoroughly," said
"I think the tour. guides have
Shaun Marshall, a tour guide.
an important responsibility in
The UCF Tour Guides are a showing our visitors why we
select group of students who are so special," said Byron
volunteer their time to help aid White, a health services adminin the recruitment process of the istration major. "The new tour
room will help .to enhance that
university.
There are 75 students in the -opportunity for the visitors."
Additional tours can be schedorganization. The tour guides
are advised and sponsored by uled for special groups that can
the Admissions Office. It is a range from 7th graders from a
local middle school to a group
student-run organization.
Recruitment activities the stu- of high school seniors from out
dent tour guides participate in of state. Also, there are groups
include: university tours, open of international students that
houses and local events like arrange to visit UCF. In the past
high school visits and college there have been student groups
from Italy, Germany, Brazil and
fairs.
"Our UCF tour guides are a Britain.
To participate in the Tour
special group of students who .
not only have a sincere knowl- Guide Program, students must .
edge and interest in UCF but ·complete an application and go
also have created a strong, self- through an interview process.
empow3red
organization," Motivation and a sincere interest for UCF are the key compoBollinger said.
On a tour, the guides display nents that are looked for in tour
a friendly attitude to encourage guides.
Any student interested can
a comfortable atmosphere on
campus. The students also have find out more information about
to learn how to walk backward joining the Tour Guide Program
by calling Rick Bollinger at
and speak loudly and dearly.
On each tour, the guide pro- 823-5830, or going to the
vides brochures and pamphlets Undergraduate
Admissions
that give guests general infor- Office.

Power team touches lives
From PAGE 1
touch lives and crush concrete
blocks in the same breath. The
other six members of the groµp
include former football stars· as
well as ex-cons, who have
turned their lives away from
drugs and violence for the positive message they spread
around the nation.
Featured during the shows
will be James Hinneson, who
has broken nearly all major
powerlifting federation records.
Hinneson is also the 1997
Powerlifting Champion of the
United States. He bench
. pressed 744 pounds for the
record.
But with all the hype about the
stunts, the focus of the group is
to impact and motivate the sold-

out audiences they expect every shows.
The Baptist Ministries and the
night.
"We'd like to fill it up every First Baptist Church of Oviedo
night," Long said. "We want to hope the shows will introduce
touch lives so that they live Jesus Christ to people who do
above the norm and that they not know him, according to
will then touch those people Alton Barrett of UCF ~aptist
around them as well."
Ministries.
"It's · a different, fresh
The promoters and organizers
expect sell-out crowds with the approach and it's not the inyour-face approach that studemonstrations of strength.
Ripping telephone books in dents often see on campus,"
half, bending iron bars and Barrett said.
The Central Florida religious
breaking baseball bats over
their knees are some of the · community is banking on the
strength demonstrations during show to help get their message
out.
the show.
Student ministries are taking a
"People will be talking about
low-key approach toward pro- it for weeks afterward," said
moting the shows, hoping a suc- Long. "This isn't just a regular
cessful first night will roll over concert, this is a life-changing
into capacity crowds for all the event."
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Lead Stories
-- In September, a judge
in Santa Monica, Calif., ruled
that test-tube baby Jaycee
Louise Buzzanca, 2, has no
legal parents. She is the result
of donor sperm fertilizing a
donor egg in the womb of a
.surrogate mother. The judge
said John
and Luanne
Buzzanca are "parents" only
by surrogacy contract, and
since they divorced before
Jaycee's birth, those rights
were lost (though John was
happy with the decision
because it saves him $386 a
month in child support).
--Protestant minister Hans
Visser announced in August
that he had lined up doctors,
social workers and drug dealers to begin a social program
of supplying heroin at discount
to
hopeless
addicts
in
Rotterdam, Netherlands, to
help keep them away from
crime and life-threatening
cheap drugs. Said Visser, "I
expect I wil1 (soon) be having
a chat with justice officials."
-- Letter carrier Martha Cherry,
49, was fired by the Postal
Service in White Plains, N.Y.,
in August after 18 years of
apparently walking her rounds
too slowly (66 paces per
minute, with a stride of less
than one foot). Wrote a supervisor of the 5-foot-4 Cherry:
"At each step, the heel of your
leading foot did not pass the
toe of the trailing foot by more
than one inch. As a result, you
required 13 minutes longer
than your demonstrated ability
to deliver mail to this section
of your route." Cherry has
appealed to those on her route
to help save her job.

The entrepreneurial
spirit
, -- The New York Times reported in August that more than a
third of all bottled water sold
in the United States is merely
filtered tap water and that several cities soon will put their
municipal water on store
shelves. "What comes out of
the tap is truly excellent
water,"said the public works
director of Houston. Wrote the
Times: "Thus, the marketing
plans dare consumers to pay as
much as $1 or more for a quart
of water in a bottle that could
be drawn from their own taps
and placed in a refrigerator for
less than 1110 of a cent." (The
Times
reporter,
tasting
Houston's water, wrote, apparently without irony: "Bold fullbodied, provocative.")
-- In August, Bausch & Lomb
Inc. agreed to pay $1.7 million
to settle a multistate investigation in which attorneys general

accused it of fraud. According
to the states, the company sold
the very same disposable contact lenses under three different model names, purporting to
have different characteristics,
for prices varying from $2.50
to $23 a pair. Said a New York
investigator, "The lenses are
the exact same physicalJy -the only difference was their
instructions for use."
-- Quorum International Ltd.
announced plans in July for a
$1.6 billion Holy Land theme
park in Mesquite, Nev., along
Interstate 15 about 75 miles
from Las Vegas, including a
33-story statue of Jesus and
large models of Noah's Ark
and the parting of the Red Sea.
-- The Lundarelli family in
Udine, Italy, said in July that it
would not bow to pressure and
would thus leave its Fuehrer
wine on the market Gaining its
Guevara, Lenin and Marx
brands). Fuehrer's label has a
photo of Adolf Hitler and
comes in two varieties", Zieg
Heil and Ein Volk, Ein Reich,.
Ein Fuehrer ("One People, One
Empire, One Ruler"). And in
June the Liquor Control Board
of Ontario cleared local
shelves of a smuggled Chinese
wine
that
purportedly
enhances libido. Three-Penis
Wine (deer, dolphin and dog)
has such foul ingredients that
authorities wouldn't even
dump it in sewers.
-- The Economist magazine,
reporting in April on how
Cuba's economy has driven
professionals into the retail
market, wrote of Norberto, a
Moscow-trained engineer who
sells pork sandwiches from a
stand in front of his home.
Norberto's higher-earning job,
however, is to illegally show
bootleg porno tapes smuggled
in from Miami to farmers in
the countryside on his VCR,
powered by a car battery.
According to The Economist,
"From miles around they
come, on horseback, with their
wives and girlfriends, to see
Norberto's blue movies. He
charges five pesos a head.
When, at the end, they all
clamor to see it again, he
charges another five."
-- In August, real estate firm
Cornish & Carey, with offices
in California's Silicon Valley,
added a bridal registry to the
services it offers, even though
the area has the highest median
house prices in the country.
Said the company president,
"It's something for the generous gift giver." And the QVC
network's
new
"Extreme
Shopping" show debuted in
September offering mansions
for sale to call-in TV viewers.
First up was the home of

Engelbert Humperdink, offered
for $3.95 million.

The weirdo-american
community
-- Well-to-do Frederick, Md.,
plastic
surgeon
Lorin
F.
Busselberg, 54, slumped rapidly
after a 1995 divorce ended his 20year marriage.He has been jailed
since May for failing to pay
$25,000 in child support, and
according to a July Washington
Post story, he now denies ever
being married to the wife, and in
fact constantly corrects officials
that he is a different man, "Lorin
Fred Busselberg." His employees
quietly shut down his office after
he failed to contact them from
jail, and he told a judge in July
that he had sold the practice for a
million yen to a Japanese man,
but no record exists of the sale.

-- In August, a judge in Morris
County, NJ., ordered Joseph
Petracca, 61, to shut down his
unlicensed Riverdale "kennel," in
which he housed the 100 German
shepherds to which he admitted
he had become "addicted." The
court order will probably end

Petracca's work of trying to breed sion in Ontario permitting women
the "perfect dog." Said the judge, to go shirtless (as long as not for
"When you are addicted to dogs, sexual or commercial purposes),
alcohol or drugs, you seek treat- · critics have been waiting for
social turmoil. In one of the few
ment."
reported incidents, former best
-- In Topeka, Kan., in August, a friends Heather Genereaux, 24,
radical patriot "common-law and Jennifer Fitzgibbon, 23,
jury," permitted by state officials brawled in Kingston in June when
to convene in a room in the Fitzgibbon decided to sunbathe
Capitol, impeached U.S. District topless in her back yard, in view
Judge J. Thomas Marten of of Genereaux's 10-year-old son.
Wichita. Among his "crimes": By Genereaux suffered a black eye;
jailing a couple for nonpayment Fitzgibbon lost her bikini bottom.
of taxes, he was guilty of kidnapping; he enforced land-regulation -- In the summer, in the midst of
laws when everyone knows that the training-instructor sex scanland-owning is a God-given right; dals, a pair of two-star generals at
he defended the IRS, which the the Pentagon headed a quiet
jury believed is an "off-shore enti- attempt to quash a major jurisdicty" and a racketeering conspiracy; tional battle. Military commishe issued court documents that saries (which sell mostly food)
did not contain a "seal"; he issued started to selJ flowers for gardens,
some orders as "Thomas Marten," and post or base exchanges
without the "J."; he did not have a
(department
stores),
which
flag in his courtroom; and he thought they had the exclusive
allowed a clerk to make people right to sell bedding flowers,
sign documents in the middle of upped their sales of food items.
the signature line rather than flush "This_ is war," said one official
left.
who was sympathetic to the

•

exchanges.

Fueds
--Ever since last year's court deci-
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Oust check out the FRii entertainment lineup ff.lr this week)
Upcoliling Events
Basquiat
TONIGHT, Wed., Oct. 8 at 8pm, Student Union, CC!pe Florida

Homecoming Organizational Meeting
Thurs., Od. 9 at Jpm, Student Union, Garden Key

Army of Darkness
Sun., Oct. 9 at 8pm, Student Union, Cape Florida

Dan Horn
Tuesday, Oct.14 at Spm, Student Union, locos
11

Quilters"
Wednesday, Od. 15 at 8pm, UCF Theatre

Scream
Fri., Od. 17 at 8pm, Student. Union, Cape Florida

The Prophecy
Sun., Od. 19 at 8pm, Student Union, Cape Florida

Mr. UCF
Wed., Od. 22 at 8pm, Student Center Auditorium
ll

.4. WAtci oot for~Funded by the Activity & Service

tios~

cr-1'.Z'j

CAbbi~s!

Fee as allocated by Student Government Association

'

Please come see what we are all about in

· Student Uni~n R~om 215 or call 823-6471 for more information
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Knights' heads need to swell to compete with the big boys
BY JASON HEIRONIMUS
Opinion Editor
Respect. You gotta respect
Adam Sandler. You gotta respect
the capacity crowd that went to
see the show. You gotta respect
all the people that didn't mind
me cutting in line a half hour
before the doors opened.
The Adam Sandler show was
one for the history books, the
UCF history books at least.
Some people were actually waiting for the doors to open at
2:30! What are you, insane?
Still though, you gotta respect
that. As far as I can tell, everyone seemed to have a good time
despite being crammed into that
small arena. Is it me, or was it
like 200 degrees in there?
However, a larger problem
looms in the distance as we
remember the laughs that we
shared that night. If UCF wants
to compete with big time
schools like UF and FSU than
we're going to have to get some
better facilities. Adam Sandler is
one of the biggest comedians
out there, and we were at capacity at 5000. Weak! Anyone see

his HBO show? I was expecting
something similar to that, on a
smaller scale obviously, but at
least some room so that if he
leaned the wrong way Sandler
wouldn't fall off the stage!
It is great that we are finally
starting to pull in some big
name talent to our. school. The
students deserve it and I think
we are ready for it. But we have
to start providing for the stars
with the proper facilities.
Right now we are riding a
wave that has brought us all
these new, positive things.
Before the wave passes us by,
we have to build a new arena
that would fit, say, 10,000?
Then the Adam Sandlers, Oliver
Stones, and Bob Doles will be
more than happy to visit our little campus, because they will
know that UCF is the real deal.
With these first few big name
stars, a new era is being ushered
in to UCF. We must take advantage of our good luck. We must
strike while the iron's hot if you
will. If we don't take advantage,
it will .be back to BoBo the
Juggling Gorilla for om enter-

tainment pleasure.
Along with the construction of
a new arena for these upcoming
stars is the big-time attitude that
UCF students and faculty need
to have. Though it may only be
half true, we need to consider
ourselves as contenders-whether
it be football, student activities,
academics, or the chess club.
Our heads need to swell a bit.
Our inferiority complex needs to
be transformed into a superiority complex. Remember that big
kid in your neighborhood that
used to beat on you like a redheaded step-child (no offense to
any red-headed step-children out
there) and then went on to the
next five year-old next door?
What was it that gave him that
intimidation factor? Besides the
fact that his parents probably
beat him, it w·as because he had
the attitude. Though he was
probably a big dork at school,
he new his domain, and he conquered it. This metaphor may
have taken on a life of its own,
but the point has been made. We
need to get the attitude of the
bully next door. We may get

humiliated the first few times
out, but eventually we will overcome, Power to the People!! !
The next step is to have another good showing at the upcoming football game against
Samford. We need to make a
statement that it doesn't just take
a big game to get our butts in
the seats, but any football game
that the Knights take part in. I
don't know anything about
Samford. I don't know if there
football team is any good and I
don't know if Coach McDowell
and his team would deem this as
a "big game". But I do know
that the Knights won last week
on the road in a brutal offensive
battle, and that Daunte
Culpepper was featured as
"Florida's Best Quarterback" in
a segment during the halftime of
the FSU-Miarni game, and that
it would be great to get just as
many fans out to see this one as
the last home game.
Two weeks ago at Auburn I
noticed something while I was
being bombarded with taunts of
"waaaaar eagle" during the UCF
game. Auburn is a school

-1

•

steeped in tradition. That school
is all about tradition because if
they had no tradition, there really wouldn't be a whole lot to
that school. But what I noticed
was these fans go crazy even
when they play UCF. The place
was nearly sold out and it
seemed like I was at a bowl
game. Thi., was a game that
Auburn was supposed to walk
through. So you would think
that the fans might calm down a
bit for the game, right? Wrong.
The devoted Auburn fans show
up whether they are playing
Alabama or Podunk University,
and they expect victory.
We don't necessarily have to
expect victory from our football
team or from our school. We
just have to have the attitude
that we do.
Since we can't seem to get
the aesthetics done, let's work
on our Knights attitude and find
the next kid on the block to beat
on. Samford, sorry about your
luck!
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You are cordially invited to meet with a
Senior Executive of a Fortune 500 Company!
The Presid~nt of Prudential Insurance and
Financial Services~ through the magic of

Interactive satellite communications,
will be the keynote speaker at a local

Career Information Seminar

KNIGHT PuBLISHING, INC

120 N.

to discuss the advantages a sales career in
insurance and financial services has to offer.
WHEN:
WHERE:

TIME:

OVIEDO,

Tuesday, October 14, 1997
3200 South Hiawassee Rd., Suite 203
7:00 p.• m.

I -

Mr. Duncan
(407) 380-0919

a a.m. - 4 p.m.

•A division of The Prudential Insurance Company of America
751 Broad Street, Newark, New Jersey 07102-3777
MRA 97015946

Ed. 8/97

~ Prudential
Cl

FL 32765
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Noah Wylie on "ER" and the transition from TV to film
By IAN SPELLING
College Press Service
NEWYORK--Noah Wylie, one
of the handsome young stars of
"E.R.," could have followed in
the footsteps of fellow TV doc
George Clooney and reached for
the brass ring by tackling big
roles in major films. But he didn't.
Instead, Wylie chose to do an
independent feature, the ensemble drama, "The Myth of the
Fingerprints."
"It was cowardice basically... or
bravery," the perfectly charming
Wylie says with a sheepish smile
as he settles in for an interview at
a Manhattan hotel. "Actually, it's
probably a combination of both.
I had the opportunity to sit back
after the first year of 'E.R.' and
watch a lot of my peers make the
transition from TV to film, with
some scoring more success than
others. I wanted to make sure I
safeguarded myself against certain pitfalls that can hit an actor
trying to make that transition."
Wylie says he thought long and
hard about what made him com~
fortable in front of the cameras.
In the end, he decided to go with
what he knows work--a strong
ensemble cast.
"I really like working with an
ensemble. It's what I'd been
doing every day, surrounded by
terrific actors. I wanted to find a

film where I'd have that same
thing," he says. "I love great
scripts, and I decided to stick
with my instincts as I went
through scripts, deciding what
was good and what wasn't good,
not whether or not it would have

"What I'm really-trying to do is move
him away from the
innocent naivete
that I've really been
hammering home
for the past three

years.

11

-Noah Wylie
been good for me or my career to
do. If I were going to do a big
film, it would have had to have
been one where you could take
out the car chases, the explosions
and the pistols and still have a
plot. Nine times out of 10 you
don't get that. I really held out
until something struck me mightily, and it was 'Myth of the
Fingerprints.'"
Written and directed by firsttimer Bart Freundlich, "Myth,"
which cost an incredibly modest
$1.8 million, scrutinizes the lives
of a dysfunctional New England
family as it gathers for the
Thanksgiving holiday. There's
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roles in such films as "Swing Carter back in the emergency
Kids" and "A Few Good Men," room after abandoning his surgias well as several stage produc- cal career. And, Wylie reveals,
tions. "Tonally, it was slower Carter's romantic life will get a
paced than most. You don't get shot in the arm later this year.
"What I'm really trying to do is
every detail about every character. I liked Warren and .thought I move him away from the innocould do something interesting cent naivete that I've really been
with him. He's not as sensitive as hammering home for the past
(Wylie's "E.R." character) Dr. three years," says the actor, who
John Carter, and he's not as good in real life is "very much in love"
at expressing his emotions as with Tracy, "Myth's" makeup
artist. "I really want to put some
Carter is." I liked that."
The movie is unlike Hollywood meat on his bones. He's seen a
blockbusters in another sense, lot, knows what he's doing and
that should wear on him. You
says Wylie.
"There's also, as everyone has should see that he's matured, and
pointed out, no real climax to the I'd like to see that on both the
movie, no explosive argument," professional and personal levhe says. "There are no histrion- els."
As the conversation comes to
ics, no plate smashing scenes.
There's no big death scene. an end, Wylie contemplates the
These were all pluses as far as I future. He foresees a couple of
was concerned. It's just very hon- more years of "E.R.," as well as
other films along the lines of
est, very real.
It's a movie about the small "Myth," modest productions that
intricacies and dynamics that are let him do his thing.
"'E.R.' is as huge as I really
universal in all families. Look,
the movi:e may not make a dime want my career to get,'.' he says.
and I'd be sad about that, but I'd "Looking for things that will be
still be glad I did it. It's a good learning experiences, in terms of
movie, and I'm very proud of it." learning more about my craft and
And, fortunately, Wylie has a how to do it better, that's what I
little day job called "E.R." Now -want. Putting myself in positions
in its fourth season, "E.R" where I can work with actors
remains atop the ratings and who have something to offer,
somehow manages . to retain its that's what I want. I just want to
high level of quality week after keep working, keep doing, keep
week. This season, which kicks learning."
off with a live episode, finds
('

.~
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Mom and Dad (Blythe Danner
and Roy Scheider) and their
grown children, bitchy Mia
(Julianne Moore), love-phobic
Jake (Michael Vartan), relatively
normal Leigh (Laurel Holloman)
and lovelorn Warren (Wylie).
And guess who else is coming
to dinner? Mia's ever-patient
husband (Brian Kerwin), Jake's
refreshingly honest girlfriend
(Hope Davis) and Warren's
sweet-natured
ex-girlfriend,
Daphne (Arija Bareikis).
Over the course of a few days,
the assorted family members and
outsiders looking in utter words
they don't mean, words they very
much mean and things they've
been dying to say for a long, long
time.
There's love and loathing, and
there are dark secrets revealed at
inopportune moments. There's
even a denouement that just
comes along and ends the movie.
It may not wrap up the movie in
a lovely, send-'em-home-happy
Hollywood bow, but it certainly
reflects reality.
It all somehow made sense to
Wylie, one of seven brothers and
sisters spread across a couple of
marriages.
"I've been in and seen many
family dramas, and this one was
different in its presentation,"
says the 27-year-old actor, who
hails from Los Angeles and
counts among his credits small
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· 3 Year Warranties on all Systems*
· Local Service, Support, & Maintenance
·All systems are Internet ready
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· Student Pricing on all Computer Systems
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Visit the UCF Computer Store in the Student Union Bldg. or call: (407) 823-5603
Congratulations to UCF Student
and Staff Member Carolyn Standner,
Winner of our DTK Pentium 166MMX
Complete System
* DTK Computers purchased at the UCF Computer Store carry a standard 3 year warranfy, first year on-site, and an
additional one year extended warranfy for students still enrolled at the Universtty. Four year total warranfy. Ask for details.
brought to you by:
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available at
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, UCF
Computer Store
www.cstore.ucf.edu

DTI< Computer procilcts ore distributed by A/G Technologies, Inc. - www.dtkorlando.com
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-Keon-is taking care of Busin~s
Keon has many plans for the
College of Business.
"Instead of change, I would
like to focus on the areas of
excellence and build programs in
those areas," Kean said. "We
need to build on the strengths
and fill in the areas of weakness."
Programs will be built soon in
the areas of small business. and
entrepreneur, financial insurance
and banking and international
business, which is new to the college.
"These are a few areas which
have been identified early, there
will be more later," said Keon.
The college will be adding faculty members to build certain
areas and make them stronger.
Keon said he feels that
Orlando's businesses are big supporters of the college and wants
to continue that relationship with
them. He has also made a proposal to create ~ master in sports

By ANNEMARIE MONTALI
Staff Writer
The College of Business has a
new addition this year. Dr.
Thomas Kean is the new dean of
business.
Kean transferred to UCF from
Southern Illinois University in
Carbondale, Ill., where he was
dean for two and a half years.
He has a degree in management
and started his career as a professor and has worked his way up to
dean. Kean spent some time at
Florida Atlantic and knows
Florida schools well.
"I was pleasantly surprised
with the quality of UCF and its
school of business," Kean said.
"Both are continually growing in
size and quality."
Keon interviewed for UCF late
last spring and moved his family
to Orlando in August. Dr. Peggy
Dwyer, Kean's wife, is an
accounting professor at UCF.
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ness fair will help students to do
this.
"I am very happy here," Kean
said.
Those who work with him
seem to agree that Kean is
adjusting quite well.
"I think he is doing extremely
well," said Anne Marie de Govia,
assistant to _the dean. "Having
been in the Florida school system before helps a' lot, but every
school is different and he is
doing an excellent job. He is very
easy going and easy to work with
which really helps."
Students have also had a
chance to meet the dean.
"I am a business major here and
I attended the business fair last
week," freshman Nicole Stockli
said. "Dr. Keon seemed to be
very helpful and interested in the
students. It helps to know that
the administration is willing to
help the students with their questions and concerns."

Photo by PETER KUNDIS

Thomas Keon, the new dean for the College of Business, has
many plans for the future.
management and hopes to
expand management information
systems at the graduate level.
Kean said he hopes to help stu-

dents distinguish between . the
different majors and minors
available in the college and he
feels that events such as the busi-

LIBRARY EXHIBITS IN OCTOBER
•Hispanic Awareness Month by Justina Gonzalez-Marti, coordinator, Minority Student Services
•Careers in Student Affairs by Dr. Ken Lawson, associate vice president, division of Student
Affairs

eEellent workJnrthe university

•Book Art by Professor-Ke Francis, art department

.and has •done too·llJuclt t«the

•October is Crime Prevention Month by Tom Gorbas, crime prevention coordinator, UCF police
department
·

·students." McCtay said. f!f think
it'~ a trave~ty o£jµ&ti¢~~fj
'
Tubbs is awat; ~~tcomerence
and :was unaV-afla1l~ifor c@pi4
· ment.

•Celebration of United Nations Day by Graciela Noriega, president of United Nations
Association, UCF Chapter

Maggie Kerrigan, ns, LMT
Licensed Massage Therapist #MAJ0572 #MM5258

Over 7 years ·in private practice
Therapeutic Massage
Bodywork for Abuse Survivors

407-671-4010
·•

Pregnancy & Labor Massage
Seminars and Workships

1177

LOUISIANA AVENUE, SUITE
WINTER PARK,

102

FL 32789

Are You Sports Minded?
Men and Women

Great Part-Time
Income Potential!
•

Qualified Individuals are Needed
to Officiate Amateur Athletic
·Events and Tournaments!

* * *

Our Hi-Tech Officiating
School Can Provide you the
· Certification Needed

* * *

We will be meeting with candidates
Saturday, October 25th
to discuss our f~ll sessions

Call Us Today: 644-2765
Class Size is Limited!
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The internet style of cheating
By LISA BERTAGNOLI
College Press Service
Let's say one evening you're
innocently surfing the Net. By
sheer accident you mistype a
word and you end up at a site
called "evil house of cheat."
(Honest, you meant to type
"chat.") Curious, you doubleclick on the word "papers," then
on "history." After all, that Civil
War 20-pager is due next week,
and you haven't written word
one.
Then, like a meadow in spring,
a list of papers blossoms before
you, on classic topics such as
wars, presidents and foreign policy. And, what's this you see?
They're free for the downloading. You only have to promise
not to pass the paper off as your
own.
This is not a dream, this is not
a fantasy. This is cheating in the
Information Age. Of course it's
not new; term paper mills have
flourished in college towns and
in the classifieds of Rolling
Stone for decades. But on-line
cheating is cheaper (free!), easier
(just download away) and faster
(no more waiting anxiously by
the mailbox).
And it's plentiful, too:
Academics who have made it

their business to follow these
sites say anywhere from 40 to 70
exist, with names ranging from
the cheeky (oppapers, short for
people's papers) to the defiant
(schoolsucks).
Contrary to the olden days,
where not everybody had $100 to
spend on a paper, nearly everybody on college campuses has
access to a computer, and thus,
the Internet and its bounty of
papers.
While the cheating game might
have changed, the penalties are
still the same.
Punishment for cheaters and
plagiarizers ranges from failing
the course or paper to suspension
or
expulsion
at
Indiana
University-Bloomington;
at
Stephens College, Columbia,
Mo., cheaters can fail a class or
have their degree revoked.
Harvard University students
caught cheating take a year's
"vacation" from the school. At
U.S. military academies, cheating means automatic expulsion.

On-line Libraries?
For students who wouldn't dream
of cheating (you only cheat yourself, right?), one question should
pop into mind: How can these
exist? Easy, says Kenny Sahr,

who launched a term-paper site
called schoolsucks in September
1996. "All this is is a library,"
says Sahr of the term papers visitors can access by clicking on an
image of the "Thinker" s.tatue.
Sahr doesn't charge for the
papers, which are donated to the
tune of 20 a day by students
around the globe.
According to Sahr, the schoolsucks library is a lot more popular than the one on campus. The
site gets about 20,000 hits a day,
and half of those visitors leave
with a paper, · he says. And in
case you're thinking the visitors
are from backwater schools
you've never heard of, think
again: One week in September,
the Top 10 list of visitors to
schoolsuc.k& hailed from solid
academic schools such as
UCLA, University of TexasAustin, Washington State, Penn
State and Rice University.
Of course, there are those who
would beg to differ with Sahr's
description of his site as an
online library, beginning with
state legislatures. Almost every
state has a law against plagiarism
or cheating. California's law lets
site operators off the hook if they
make users sign a disclaimer
saying they won't present the
paper as their own work. Texas's

(
COMPACT DISCS NEW & USED

GREAT SELECTION
LOW PRICES!
We Pay CASH

For Your Used CD's
12225 University Blvd., in the UC7 Plaza
Corner of University &Alafaya, across from UCF

Kwalitee Kontrol
Sahr, who is 26, says the laws
don't apply to him for several
reasons. His disclaimer, for one,
specifically tells students to use
the papers for ideas, resources,
even bibliographies, but not as
wholesale term papers. Second,
he says he doesn't profit from the
sale of papers, but makes money
from selling ad space on the site.
And finally, Sahr denies the
papers are "academic products."
Not only does Sahr not screen
the papers he offers, he barely
reads them. "These papers have
no academic value," he says
bluntly.
A look at a few papers on different sites prove his point. A
paper on "The Catcher in the
Rye" is titled "Holden's Brief
(sic) Happiness." Two papers are
about Stephen King ... or is that
Stephan King? Yet another piece
on the history of rock'n'roll· contains this bewildering sentence:
"I've learned this since rock is
not an exact science, it is subject

, it TC C « c.... "
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to change."
Now there's a head-scratcher:
With students from some of the
nation's best public universities
visiting the site, you'd think the
quality of papers would be pretty
good. But there's a catch. Sahr's
counting system tallies e-mails
with academic affiliations. The
thousands of visitors without
them, however, aren't in college.
They're in high school.
High-schoolers are enthusiastic
as well as frequent users of
schoolsucks, Sahr says. They're
also likely to use the papers to
study, not necessarily to cheat.
One enterprising senior used
papers from schoolsucks on
World War II to study for a history test. "I finished the thing in 20
minutes ... best part was I ACED
THE TEST!" the student wrote
in an e-mail to Sahr. (See the
sidebar for more letters to Sahr.)
Ironically, the high-school, not
college audience, draws advertisers to the site. "The papers are
second-rate papers turned in by
people with a low maturity
level," says Bennett Greenspan,
CEO of Go College, which
advertises ACT and SAT
pretests, college searches and
other services obviously aimed
at the pre-college set on schoolsucks. "
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(407) 27S-S2S 1
Monday- Saturday: 10 am - 10 pm
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law, which took effect Sept. 1, is
a little stricter, punishing those
who profit from the sale or distribution of "academic product~"
meant to fulfill an academic
requirement.
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By PETER B. KUNDIS

Would you take advantage of the new on-line registration system, to register for your spring 1998 classes?
Definitely I think -that UCF is
taking a very bold step into the
21st century, and I'm glad that I
can be a part of these exciting
times.

Yes.
-- Brian White; Junior; Anthropology;
Casselberry.

-- Joseph English; Junior; AD/PR;
Harrisburg, PA.

,l

Yes, this will be a great opportunity for students to register in a
more effective way.
-- Raquel S. Filipek; Senior;
Interpersonal Communication; San
Juan, Puerto Rico.

Yes. This will open up much easier
ways to register for classes, without
the hassle of long lines or busy telephone lines.
-- Cheryl Space; Junior; Computer Science;
Huguenot, NY.

Meet M ~rtin-

Yes, because it's fast and saves me from the time of
personally coming to the campus. I can also do it in
the comfort of my own home. I would use it!!!
D

-- Mari Bonet; Junior; Education/ English; Orlando.

We'U be right over.

Serving UCF
12213 University Blvd.

384-8888
For a limited time

No. Because I feel that the world is becoming too
"internet-minded." I don't think that everything should
be done through computers. We need to interact more
with each other... and just live person to person.
-- Maria Bonet Cruz; Sophomore; Art History; Mayaquez, Puerto
Rico.
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U-Turn .opens in theaters nationwide
By DEAN G. LEWIS
Entertainment Editor
Miles from nowhere, speeding
down an isolated Arizona road,
Bobby Cooper (Sean Penn) is a
lucky man. He's just escaped
from a bunch of small-time
hoods. Yet he has a debt that

requires a huge payoff. He's on
the way to Las Vegas to take care
of matters when his 1964-and-ahalf red Mustang loses its water
hose. What desperate Bobby
does is take an unlikely detour
into Superior, a deserted town
whose locals are anything but
ordinary.
Oliver Stone's violent and
provocative, yet very funny "U
Turn" spirals into Superior with
full force, and with all of the
director's flashy, visual bravado.
Stone's ("Born on the Fourth of
July", "Nixon", "Platoon") twisted highways take us front and

Courtesy of Phoenix Pictures

Sean Penn and Jennifer Lopez (above) are lured into a game of lust and money
in Oliver Stone's film'U-Turn.' Billy Bob Thornton (right) stars as Darrell, a
flamboyant mechanic.
center in an unforgettable formation of offbeat, wily characters.
The town on the outside seems
quaint and quiet, yet Bobby's
quest to fix his wheels leads him
into trouble.
The population of Superior is
what drives Stone's new film.
Billy Bob Thornton is the best of
the bunch as a greaseball

mechanic, and he's never been as
scary as this - under Stone's
jerky, inventive camera angles.
Claire Danes and Joaquin
Phoenix (as a.loser couple) also
make an indelible impact.
Jennifer L?pez ("Selena") delivers a strong perf as the story's
central character, a lost soul
whose Apache mother once

knocked
around with Nick Nolte. And Jon _
Voight pops in repeatedly as an
old and wise blind man.·
A half-breed of "Natural
Born Killers," and not nearly as
jarring, "U Tum" is textbook
filmrnaking spiced with a technician's mastery.
In this case, Stone is the mas-

ter. Disturbing, little details (~
scorpion in a faucet, vultures
devouring a dog's carcass, Billy
Bob's beer gut) prove to go the
distance. A work as vi~ual as this
one, with attitude to fill as well,
"U Tum" is strictly Stone's niche.

•

•

* * * (out of four) B+
2 hours. Rated R.

Characters in Stone's 'U-Turn'. From left: Hack McKenna (Nick Nolte), Virgil Porter (Powers Booth), and Jon Voight stars as the blind man.

Courtesy Phoenix Pictures
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wednesday l:j
thursday
friday
ICtJ saturday Ill:
Crime Prevention Fair, 11 a.m. - 2
p.m. Student Union
Movie: Basquiat, Student Union,
Cape Florida, 8 p.m.
Speaker: The Dialogue Consultants,
Student Union, Key West, a p.m.

Author, activist and lecturer bell
hooks, Student Union, Cape Florida,
7:30p.m.
The Dialogue Consultants, Student
Union, Key West, 8 p.m.
Latin American Fair 6-8 p.m. Call
HASA at 823-2716

UCF vs. Samford, Citrus

e

~wl,4p.m.
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Anny of Darkness, Student
Union, Cape Florida, 8 p.m.

Tuesday Knight Live: Dan Hom,
Student Union, 8 p.m.

•
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George Clinton and De La Soul headline music festival
By CORBETT TRUBEY
Staff Writer
For those looking to quench
their musical thirst, the time has
come to drink up as much sound
·as possible. The baby boomers
had Woodstock, and we've got
The Fifth Annual Alachua Music
Harvest. From Oct. 10-12, The
Gainesville Music Alliance
(GAMA) will tum the Alachua
County Fairgrounds into one of
the baddest 50-hour plus concerts you'll ever see. With a lineup of over 100 acts, almost double the size of last year, four
stages to choose from, and room
to pitch a tent to crash in, The

Harvest will probal;Jly go down _ there's a reason for you to head
with Floridians as the music up to Gainesville.
event of the year. Could an
And to keep the crowds dancexpected attendance of 20,000 be ing until sun up, there's a late
wrong?
night line-up of some of the
There truly is something for finest dance music performers
everybody this year. Headliners and DJs around. Dubtribe,
include George Clinton and The Cirrus, and Electric Skychurch
P-Funk All-Stars (making their make up some of the live acts
third Harvest appearance), De La along with a host of top notch
Soul, Man Or Astroman, What It turntable masters including DJ
Is, and Mighty Joe Plum. Along Dan, Keoki, Dara, DB, AK 1200,
with them are an endless array of Three, Chang, and Andy
musical acts mostly from all over Hughes, just to name a few.
Florida such as The Hazies,
When you put this whole
Spidermonkey, Edison Shine, evening together, no musical
!rig Shirley, and Refried genre is left unturned, and with
Confusion. If you enjoy hip hop, so much talent assembled for one
alternative, funk, punk, or ska, event, GAMA has a lot to be

proud of. The local organization
was founded to promote and
unify the Florida music scene
through these kinds of events.
Not only have they produced all
five Music Harvests, but a countless number of other events over
the years including three annual
jazz and pop festivals. Their goal
is to continue organizing quality
events such as the Music Harvest
and providing musical memories
for all who take a part in it. One
can only imagine the variety of people who will take part in the
Music Harvest and ·the quantity
and quality of music will be hard
to match (until next year, at
least).

George Clinton
and De La Soul to
headline the 5th
annual Alachua

Unique music experiences such
as this are few and far between,
so grab a friend (and your sleeping bag) and check it out. The
Fifth Annual Alachua Music
Harvest represents what any big
event should have: variety,
atmosphere, and most importantly, plenty of parking and beer.
There's no better way to party the
weekend away.

- Tickets are available through
all Ticketmaster locations. For
more info, call the AMH hotline at (352) 335-4440.
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Female kicker sues Duke University
By College Press Service
DURHAM, N.C.--A Dake
University student who says she
was denied a fair shot at beconiing the first female kicker on a
Division I football team has sued
the university and head coach.
Heather Sue Mercer, 21, filed a
lawsuit in federal district court,
charging that Duke and head
coach Fred Goldsmith violated
Title IX of the Education
Amendments of 1972, which
prohibits sex discrimination at
college sports program that
receive federal funds.
Mercer, an all-state kicker on
her high school team, tried to
join Duke's football team as a
walk-on starting her freshman
year. She alleges in her suit that
after she kicked a 28-yard gamewinning field goal in an intersquad game in 1995, Goldsmith
told her she was on the team.
She said the coach later withdrew his offer, telling her he got
carried away with his comments.
Duke spokesperson John F.
Burness would not comment
about specifics of the case but
said Mercer's attorney's claim
that Duke violated Title IX was
"frivolous."
"Fred Goldsmith is a two-time
national coach of the year," he
said. "He bases his assessment of
who does or who doesn't play on
his team on a player's performance and ability."

Study: link found

between smoking,
genetic changes in
lungs
DALLAS--Even if you quit
smoking cigarettes, the damage
done to your lungs may not be
reversible, researchers say.
New evidence shows that smoking causes genetic changes in the
lungs that can lead to cancer. The
damage is present in the lungs of
smokers and former smokers-even those who have quit for
many years.
Researchers from the University
of Texas Southwestern Medical
Center took samples of lung tissue from 63 volunteers to conduct the study.
"Among individuals with a history of smoking,- 86 percent
demonstrated [genetic changes]
in one or more biopsy specimens, and 24 percent showed
[changes] in all biopsy specimens," the researchers wrote in
the Journal of the National
Cancer Institute.
No genetic changes were found
in the tissue of non-smokers,
they added.
But the most surprising thing,
researchers said, is that the
genetic changes were found in
the lungs of former smokers,
even a man who had quit smoking 48 years ago.
Changes also were found in the
lung tissue of a woman who
smoked for only one year, the

researchers said.
· published in Fortune Magazine.
While the health risks of smok- About 20 percent of Iowa City's
ing have been known for some residents hold college degrees,
time, studies show that smoking the magazine noted.
The Top 10 also includes the
is on the rise among college students. Nearly 15 percent of first- booming
metropolises
of
year students report lighting up Champaign, Ill., Lawrence,
frequently, according to an annu- Kan., and Bloomington, Ind.
al profile of college freshman by
"This survey identifies cities
the University of California-Los that may possibly be looked over
if examined on a per capita
Angeles.
That figure is at an all-time basis," said William Hearn, a
high, despite warnings from the senior consultant with Moran,
American Lung Association that Stahl and Boyer, a di':'ision of
lung cancer is the most common Prudential that conducted the
cancer death in the United States. survey.
Most of the smart cities are college
towns in the Midwest, the
Fortune magazine
magazine said.
names cities with
The Top 10 are:
1. Iowa City, Iowa
most college grads
2. Champaign, Ill.
NEW YORK--Name the intel- 3. Stamford, Conn.
lectual center of the United 4. Bloomington, Ind.
States.
5. Bryan, Texas
Here's some hints: it's not 6. Gainesville, Fla.
Washington, D.C., home ofhigh- 7. Lawrence, Kan
powered elected officials who set 8. Boulder, Colo.
the government's agenda. Nor is 9. Columbia, Mo.
it any of those glitzy big cities 10. Santa Fe, N.M.
that college graduates flock to
every year, like New York or Los
Notre Dame Prof
· Angeles. In fact, it's--shock!--not
even on a coast.
Claims To Discover
If you happened to guess that
Largest Carnivore
Iowa City, a college town nestled
in the corn fields of Iowa, is the
SOUTH BEND, lnd.-A
smartest city in the nation, you're University of Notre Dame paleexactly right.
ontologist has unearthed a fosThat's according to a survey of silized skeleton believed to be
cities with the highest percentage the largest Tyrannosaur ever
of college graduates, recently found.

J. Keith Rigby says the fossil is
either a Tyrannosaurus rex or
something very much like it. The
largest of bones, discovered this
summer
in
northeastern
Montana, measures 52 inches.
"What we do know is that it's the
largest carnivore on the planet,"
he said.
The fossil, only partially excavated by Rigby and his field
crew, lies in a vast dinosaur
graveyard near Montana's Fort
Peck Reservoir.
Rigby was forced to close the
site in August, after the land's
former owners began digging up
bones, including the skull, to sell
to a private collector.
The U.S. Department of
Agriculture now owns the land,
once a cattle ranch, and forced
the former landowners from the
site.
Rigby says he announced the
discovery in an effort to protect
the specimen. He plans to donate
the fossil to a new museum set to
open in Fort Peck in 2005.
Much of Rigby's research was
funded by Earthwatch Institute.
One of them, Louis Trembley, an
earth science high school
teacher, found the specimen by
literally stumbling over a protruding bone, Rigby said.
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Chelsea arrives at Stanford; students give advice
By MAGGIE WELTER
College Press Service
STANFORD, Calif.--There's a
popular metaphor used to
describe freshmen at Stanford
University: Students are like
ducks. On the surface, they're
cruising nicely, but underneath,
they're paddling furiously.
This month Chelsea Clinton is
spreading her wings and testing
the elite waters of Stanford's
campus in Pal Alto, Calif., 20
minutes south of San Francisco.
And though she's no ordinary
duckling, (traveling to college on
Air Force One rather than in a UHaul), Chelsea, the Clintons and
Stanford officials are determined
to see to it that she lives as one.
Since Bill Clinton took office in
1992, the press has largely
regarded the first daughter as offlimits, for which Hillary
Rodham Clinton has thanked
them Rumerous times in public.
But now that Chelsea, 17, is a
poised ·and camera-perfect young
lady, Mrs. Clinton is concerned
that the hands-off attitude might
not follow her daughter West.
The First Lady used her weekly
column to say that Chelsea is
"entitled to space and privacy

[and] should be left alone to
mature as sanely as possible."
Mrs. Clinton had reason for
concern. Reporters and photographers
began
roaming
Stanford's sprawling campus
about a week before Chelsea's
arrival, trying to figure out how
to cover the family's arrival
despite stringent restrictions.
But Ramin Zahed, a media
watcher with The Daily Variety
in Los Angeles, predicts interest
in the first daughter will fade in a
few weeks. "Unless she starts
having a love affair with a rock
star, becomes a nun or something
extreme, I think the media are
going to leave her alone after this
initial coverage."
Likewise, Stanford students are
expected to respect Chelsea's
right to live as a normal college
freshmen. Stanford, also referred
to as "The Harvard of the West"
is a hot bed of exceptional students and is no stranger to
celebrity students. In fact,
Chelsea isn't even the only star of
the Class of 2001. Olympic gold
medalist Dominique Dawes also
will sport the cardinal and white
colors this fall. And Fred Savage,
former star of "The Wonder
Years" has been there for three

years, though he is currently on
leave making the sitcom.
"Working." Until golfing great
Tiger Woods recently turned pro,
he also was a Stanford student.
Stanford also boasts an impressive alumni list with names such
as Sigourney Weaver, ABC's Ted
Koppel and Supreme Court
Justice Sandra Day O' Connor.
Graduate student Rebecca
Leigh Palmer said students will
take Chelsea's arrival to campus
in stride. "It's possible for
celebrities to get around with
their own crowd and not be
noticed, because the people are
generally polite enough to
respect privacy," Palmer said.
"People are well-educated and
aware of the fact that Chelsea's
here to get an education," not for
show.
But that doesn't mean she won't
be shown a good time. "I could
kiss Chelsea Clinton and make
her a legitimate Stanford freshman," volunteered senior Darron
Evans, referring to a popular tradition known as "Full Moon on
the Quad." As the tradition goes,
freshmen come out to the quad
on the night of the first full
moon, and with the kiss of a
senior are unofficially ordained.

One student said Chelsea should
prepare for more than lip-smacking. The male student, who
wished to guard his name. from
the Secret Service's hit list,
advised Chelsea to "bring a lot of
condoms. There's a lot of sex
going on here." That's enough to
give poor Bill Clinton a heart
attack.
Others, not wanting to inflict
such pain on the leader of the
free world, offered a lighter dose
of advice for the first daughter. "I
would say enjoy your college
years here; they go by so fast.
Don't come in dead set on a
career, explore all kinds of fields,
and meet a lot of people," said
Dean Hung, a graduate student.
Sophomore Jan Hong wouldn't
mind being one of those people.
"Yeah, I'd like to meet her. I
think it's great that she's coming
here."
Still, the First Freshman might
want to steer clear of graduate
student Kristin Thesis-Alvarez.
"I was joking with my family
that I would like to TA one [of
her classes] and flunk her."
One person Chelsea will definitely get to know well is
Summer, her roommate in co-ed
Wilber Hall. Summer, who has

only been identified by first
name, was thoroughly checked
by the Secret Service. Their
dorm room that she and Chelsea
will share is outfitted with bulletproof windows and a steel door.
Just down the hall, a young-looking team of Secret Service agents
is living the dorm life. To blend
in they will don college garb and
get around on mountain bikes.
But students needn't worry. A
former agent said the service is
there to insure Chelsea's safety,
not to break up quarters games
and turn down loud music.
"What the service wants to protect against is kidnapping so that
the President doesn't have to
mak~ a decision between family
and country," Larry Sheafe, a
former Secret Service agent, told
NBC.
One thing the Secret Service
can't prevent is the culture shock
Chelsea might feel as she leaves
the Beltway bubble. She'll likely
see a lot more rollerbladers on
Stanford's palm-tree studded
campus, and she might want to
leave her Starbucks coffee mug
behind--Californians
have
moved on to the next trend,
J amba Juice smoothies.
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Religion served with hamburgers and hot dogs
By TARA SUH DORSEY
Staff Writer
People expect Christians to tell
them about Jesus Christ. It is
one thing to tell a friend or coworker but to engage a full-scale
outreach is more than people
expect.
It is not every day that groups
want to feed about 4,000 students free hot dogs, hamburgers,
chips, fruit, pastries and drinks.
"There is a hunger among
many of these students for a spiritual dimension to life," Chi
Alpha Pastor J.R. Gonzalez said.
"All these ministries came
together to form a more dynamic
group for one purpose. To proclaim Jesus Christ as the
answer."
Chi Alpha (XA) Ministries
along with Campus Crusade For

Christ,
Cypress
Creek,
Fellowship of Christian Athletes,
the Wesley Foundation and
Baptist Student Ministries were
involved in the Good News Fest
1997, but they also wanted to
feed other things besides stomachs.
"Christ fed multitudes, not only
with food, but he was concerned
with feeding the soul," XA
Pastor David Munizzi said. "Our
main purpose is to demonstrate
Christ's love in a ;lractical way to
college students, not preaching at
them."
While students ate, they were
surrounded by activity.
"At this event, students receiv~
free food, prizes ranging from
gift certificates to local restaurants to passes to Sea World, listen to music ranging from alter.native, contemporary and rap,
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witness drama, pantomime and
listen to brief personal testimonies and nuggets of truth,"
XA Pastor Bill Wyatt said.
The music and voices could be
heard from a distance.
There was a large, colorful
semi-truck that turned into a
stage. There were tables for the
campus ministries and the
Salvation Army was giving away
hot food. There were also literature and survey tables.
"The surveys are to get people's opinions about some of the
world's biggest issues like the
most serious fear among students
and what is the society's greatest
problem and how would these
fears and problems be solved?"
said senior Lorie Munizzi.
"Then we tell them about Jesus'
answer to the problems; it's
about a higher power and not in a

R E 'l' I R E M E
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person alone."
About 400 surveys were filled
out. In return, students got literature and tickets to win prizes.
"We are here because we
care," Gonzalez said. "We know
the pain youth can go through
today. We bring all these things
to our Good News Fest and hope
we can give new hope. We want
UCF to have a future in Jesus
Christ."
People who volunteered their
time were students and members
of the community.
"I handed out flyers to students
passing, and I gave a brief testimony," sophomore Brandy Grant
said. "I realized what I believe
m. I participate in things like
this because I care about not just
sitting behind my Bible all the
time but actually going out doing
something to make a real differ-

ence."
Many people responded to
more than the food, as the event
leaders hoped.
"It's a nice way to get people to
listen," sophomore Kristin Pariso
said. "The music brings you
here; the free food keeps you
here. It's good motivation to listen and it is worth stopping to
see. You can get more out of it
than just food."
Other people were thankful
there are still nice people in the
world.
"It is really good that nice people are in the world like them,"
freshmen Maurice Morten said.
"There are not many places
where _vou can get free food and
free religion. It's nice."
For information, call Chi Alpha
774-0777 and the United
Campus Ministries 823-5335.
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OVER ONE MILLION
OF THE BEST
MINDS IN AMERICA
HAVE ALREADY
CHOSEN THE BEST
RETIREMENT SYSTEM.
TIAA-CREF.
W

hen it comes to planning a comfort-

TIAA-CREF. With $190 billion in assets,
we're the world's largest retirement
company, the nation's leader in customer

growth opportunities of our variable investment accounts, you'll find the flexibility and

satisfaction, and the overwhelming choice

diversity you ·need to help you meet your

of people in education, research and
related fields~~

long-term goals. And they're all backed by
some of the most knowledgeable investment

The reason? For nearly 80 years,
TIAA-CREF has introdU:ced intelligent
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managers in the industry.
To learn more about the world's pre-

solutions to America's long-term planning
needs. We pioneered portable benefits.
\Ve invented the variable annuity and

mier retirement organization, speak to one
of our expert consultants at 1 800 842-2776
(8 a.m.-11 p.m. ET). Or better still, speak

helped popularize the very concept of

to one of your colleagues. Find out why,

stock investing for retirement planning.

when it comes to planning for tomorrow,

Today, TIAA-CREF's expertise offers

I

1-888-241-7410
r:- t r;,
Sh . . I

lJ

an impressive ·range of ways to help you
create a comfortable and secure tomorrow.
From the guarantees of TIAA's top-rated
Traditional Annu.ityH to the additional

able future, over 1.8 million of
America's best and brightest count on

49•

Cov~r

• 2 -T~row Pillows

•

-~
tt

great minds think alike.

lll

Visit us on the Internet at www.tiaa-cref.org
-

I

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.""
•nased on a survey <·ondunecl in 1995 by an 1ndependent organization in which 96% of respandenrs expressed overall satisfaction with TIAA-CREF.
00 Tt \A is one of only a handful of companies that currently hold the highest marks from the nation's leading independent rating agencies fo r stability.
1
sound investments. claims paying aliility. and overall linanual srrength: A.+ (Superior), A.I\\. Dest C,o.; /\Al\, Duff & Phelps; Aaa.. J\\oody's lnvcsto1-,.
&r.·1<·c: A/\A, Standard and Poor's. TIAA's guarantl>cs an• lia<·kcd liy its daims-paying ability. These ratings ol'Tl/\/\ as an iDsuranct- rnmpa1~~· do not
apply to CREF CREF certificates are disrributt:d hy Tl:\:\-CREF lndi,idual and Institutional Scn·ices. Inc. For more complete information. indud1ng
charges and expenses. call I 800 842-2733, extension 5509, for a prosp~ctus. Reacl the prospL'ltus carel\.olly before you invest or send money.

All lJCI\.
1

j.t\11 Spo1·ts.
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Classifieds
SALES LADIES NEEDED TO SELL
LAPTOPS ETC...Everything new
ROSES IN POPULAR NIGHT& in a box, full warranty:
CLUBS SUCH AS 8 SECONDS AND
(1) Toshiba T400CS notebook, PBACKSTAGE. EARN $80-175 PER
75MHZ, 16MG, 520HDD,
4X CD Rom Removable, Passive Color NIGHT FOR 4 HOURS OF WORK.
MUST BE 19 AND HAVE A CAR.
$1,395.
THERE'S NO REASON WHY
(2) Compag Armada l l 20D Notebooks,
WORK CAN'T BE FUN!!
P-lOOMHZ, 16MG, 810HDD, Passive
CALL RENEE AT 977-9895
Color!
$1,495
(3) NEC 17" Monitor, Multisync M700 Downtown Orlando Museum Exhibit
$650.
Fabricator needs energetic, mature engiFor More Information Call 657-9592
neering or construction student w/drafting
skills & an exceptional sense of responsibility
Bed For Sale - Beautiful Queen Size
to do estimation, drafting & project coordinaBed Never Used, Still in Factory Wrap.
tion, dependable transportation, will train, ·
possible career opportunity, & $7.50/hr flexiFirm Orthopedic. Mat Box $185
ble schedule--Jennifer (407)841-5093
Candeliver. Call 481-9410

CLUB INFO
LDS? LET'S GET TOGETHER!!
The Latter-Day Saint Student
Association wants YOU!!
Call Carl Schefer at 365-7875 or
366-6220 for more details!
CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST
7:30 PM FRIDAY NIGHTS
STUDENT UNION KEY WEST
SECOND FLOOR

Room For Rent in Lake Mary area
$200 per month - private entrance.
Call after 6:00 407 /322- 7366
Macintosh 7100/66 like new w/ original
boxes. 24MB RAM/1.5 GIGB HD/256k
L2 Cache/SupraFax Modem 288/Style
Writer II/Joystick microphone & Mac
OS 8.0 & software $1,200 obo. Ken @
273-6864 leave message

December Grads -- All Majors
Welcome To Apply -- CAREER
OPPORTUNITY in sales with Fortune
500 Financial Services Firm. Contact
Campus Representative
Chris Phillips at 366-7704' 1

VALET RUNNERS/GREETERS
*Flexible Hours *Great Pay *Good
Driving Record Apply at Marriott
Downtown (244-7460) or Omni Int'l
Drive (351-0054) Mon.-Fri., 8am-5pm

Representatives earn $500-$1,000 +per
month. Flexible hours. Call pre recorded information 672-7141.

SERVICES

I BUY MORTGAGE NOTES. DON'T
HOW TO GET A JOB FAST!!
DISCOUNT YOUR MORTGAGE Nam. TOLL
Order today this very informative report
FREE l-888-860-1600 CooES04-480
full of secrets and techniques on how to
MR. MOORE - 7-1 lPM
get the job you want FAST! Rush
$19.95 + $3.00 S & H to:
You asked for it. Now it's here. Life
time reminder service one $39.00.
Manatee Publishing, 425 S. Chickasaw
Trail Orlando, FL 32828
Never forget another Special Day.
(Ask for code A)
Call (352) 315-5466
Attention Students, Faculty & Staff YOUR TIME IS VALUABLE!!
Now hiring for part-time flex. positions. Full student services offers: *word proOrder takers, telemarketing, convention
cessing for term/research papers etc.
hosts, party attendants & more!
*Note organization *Research Assist.
Perfect for Christmas cash! Nesco
Free PickuplDelivery Call 407 /525Service Co. 422-0018.
3302 or email fssl219@aol.com
Earn up to $200-$500 a day helping
others to remember important occasions. New Life Time Reminder Svc.
Free Infoffraining.Call-(352)483-1252

DowNTOWN REAL ESTATE Co. NEEDS: Part-time help needed to maintain wina receptionist, PT, multi-line phone
dows '95 comp. system. Exp. in system
Desk & Chair For Sale: L-shaped metal
exp., good communication skills,
set up & configuration, software instaldesk (60x30) plus chair $185; computer Professors, Staff, & Students, don't be
basic computer skills, $7/hr.
lation, & trouble shooting a must.
desk $75 call 277-0463
afraid of Multi-Level Marketing
Call Jennifer@ 422-1000
HTML & web site development a-plus.
1994 NISSAN PICKUP FOR SALE
(MLM). Mary Kay & Amway prove i-----ln-te_m_s_hi__p_O_n_C_am_p_u_s-----t
Fax resume to 673-6735 or
that it works!! Now a 16 yr old Orl. Co. 0
.1
call Tara @ 599-4201
black, 5 spd, 50,000 miles, Great
ne entrepreneuna person on campus
created by Doctor's goes MLM!
Condition! $6,800 - negotiable.
www.hdrc.com/pwc/SuccessClub. Kick
to sell computer anti-theft devices.
Part Time Marketing Opportunity...
t---C_al_l_B_ri_an_at_6_7_8_-5_4_7_3_o_r_67_8_-5_7_2_0---tOff Oct.lOth. 381 _2081 for info/reserva- $200-$500/wk. Benson 8001724-4339 Work on & around campus w/ students
1994 NISSAN PICKUP FOR SALE
tions. lOO% pure Creatine 500gmswww.pc-security.com/campusrep
& local businesses promoting the STUDENT AD"ANT'AGE PROGRAM
bl ac k , 5sp d, 50,000 m1·1 es, Great
$30;Memory Max 6 cps-$7;149 wholeMAILROOM - energetic individual
v,
·
Condition! $6,800 - negotiable.
al
··
d
only! To assist running mail equip,
Commission based - for more info.
s e nutrition pro ucts.
inserting, folding, metering, sorting.
Check out our website at
Call Brian at 678-5473 or 678-5720
POSITIONS AVAILABLE - servers,
www.studentadvanta6e.com, then call
Some heavy lifting & valid DL req'd.
1oo
course maint., cart staff, prep cooks &
800-313-1667 or email
Room to Rent in my home.
Apply in person ACTION MAIL, 102
dishwashers. FT/PT, flexible hours.
kristi@studentadvantage.com
$275.00/mth Access to kitchen.faciliDrennen Rd., B-6. 407/855-9277
Interlachen Country Club
ties, WID. Look1ng for Honest, HardMystery Shoppers needed for local
WANTED! A few good men & women
2245 Interlachen Ct. WP DFWP
working person. Off Dean Rd. Must
businesses. Get Paid to SHOP! Plus, get
have a Job!! Please Call:407/306-9975 1---P-art--t-im_e_p_o_s-iti_o_n_d-is-tr-ib_u_ti-ng-ad-v-.__,. interested in combining an interest
free meals, merchandise & more! For
in the environment with a career
materials. No selling involved. All
free info. send a #10 self-addressed
'91 Hyundai Scoupe, 5spd, air, 77k mi.,
materials provided at no charge.
in sales. We represent a major manufacstamped envelope to S&J Mktg, 10151
asking $3,500 obo. Call Ray@
1-800-YOUR-JOB.
turer in the Air Quality Industry.
University, D~pt. CF, Orlando, 32817
407/673-4492 after 6:00 p.m.
www.acmnet.com/postering/yourjob.htm
Call (407)366-7519.

--------------t

Discover Love & Romance, Discover
Hidden Talents & Skills, Learn to Read
others right instantly: All through
Handwriting Analysis. Dr. John R.
Grace, CHIVA@ 407/679-6590.
t---------------t
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!
GRANTS AND SCHOLARSIDPS
AVAILABLE FROM SPONSORS!
NO REPAYMENTS, EVER!!$$$
CASH FOR COLLEGE !! $$$
FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL: 1-800-243-2435

<.

--------------t

#1 Campus Fundraiser
Raise all the money your group needs
by sponsoring a VISA Fundraiser on
your campus. No investment & very littie time needed. There's no obligation,
so why not call for information today.
Call 1-800-323-8454 x 95

FREE T-SIDRT + $1000
Credit Card fundraisers for fraternities,
sororities & groups. Any campus organization can raise up to $1000 by earning a whopping $5.00NISA application. Call 1-800-932-0528 x 65
Qualified callers FREE T-SHIRT.

MUFFIN by Nora McVittie
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Restaurant hourly positions

,,

Looking to earn some
\
extra. money?
Need to sell something,
buy something?
The CFF classifieds
reaeh thousands
every Wednesday this
fall.
Call 977-1009 today .to
place adve1•tising.

NEVER WORK
LUNCH AGAIN!.
Serving up great food for dinner only!
Outback Steakhouse, the Aussie theme restaurant has
great opportunities available for:
·

•SERVERS •BOST STAFF
•COOKS •DISHWASHERS
•BUSSERS
APPLY IN PERSON AT:

5891 Red Bug Lake Rd.
(Red Bug & Tuscawilla)
OR

CALL: 407 /699-0900
FOR AN APPOINTMENT
MON-SATI 1-3:30PM

(I

equal opportunity employer
(
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Vandal without
change breaks glass
for a candy bar

Great savings at Kinko's!

. By JENNIFER PRIDEMORE
Staff Writer

Start your semester off right and make Kinko's your resource, day~ or night,
for great products and services, like full-color copies and Internet Access.
• Presentation materials
• Copies of all sizes
• Resume services

• In-store computer rental
• Digital color output directly from
your disk to our color printers

BUY ONE, GET ONE FREE

RENT ONE HOUR,
GET ONE HOUR FREE

full-color copies

Internet Access

Buy one regularly-priced, BYz' x 11' full-serve, full-color copy on 20lb.
white bond and receive a second copy FREE. Up to zo copies free per
transaction. Color services not included. Offer is limited to one coupon
per transaction. Coupon must be presented at time of purchase and is not
valid with other offers or discount programs. Offer valid at time of purchase only and may not be discounted or Credited toward past or future
purchases. Valid at Kinko's listed location only. Void where prohibited by
law. No cash value.

Rent one hour and get one hour FREE, up to one hour free per customer
at participating locations only. Subject to availability. Includes
Macintosh" and JBMI> self-serve or design worlcstations. Offer is limited
to one coupon per transaction. Coupon must be presented at time of purchase and is not valid with other offers or discount programs. Offer valid
at time of purchase only and may not be discounted or credited toward
past or future purchases. Valid at Kinko's listed location only. Void where
prohibited by law. No cash value.

OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY, 7 DAYS A WEEK

OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY, 7 DAYS A WEEK

12215 University Blvd. • 658-9518

12215 University Blvd.• 658-9518

kinko•se

kinko•s·

The new way to office.•

The new way to office.•

.....A_A_A_1_7_8_, _____________ lEXP 101311971

AAA179

I __.___________ .,E-XP-1-0/-31-/9-471
.

OPEN 24 HOURS, 7 DAYS A WEEK
"1997 lfnkD's, Ire. All rights reserwd. Kin/ro~ and The new w~ to offia •re ll!!Jisb!red trademarl<s of IC11ko's Ventt.1'~ Inc. and are used by pennisslon.
ICinko's r~ires \Witten pennlsslon f!cm the copyright holder In onler to reprodia copyrightfd _...

•On Sept. 17, it was reported that around 1 p.m., somebody shattered the glass on a
food vending machine in the
Health and Physics Building, in
the second floor break room.
Julian Hale, 42, met with the
officer and
he
said
had
noticed the
vending
machine
was intact
around
1: 15 p.m. but after returning
from the men's room around
1:22 p.m., he found the glass
shattered. Students around the
scene said they had not seen
anything suspicious.
Robert McNichol, 36, of the
Canteen Corp. responded and
recovered the candy and food
from the machine and said
nothing was missing.
Mc Nichol reported that
Canteen would prosecute those
involved in damaging the vending machine. The damage is
estimated at $70.

In other reports by
the UCFPD:
•On Sept. 21, Robert Glubck,
19, and Victor Fingerhut, 24,
were stopped for traffic violathe possestions and found
sion of cannabis and drug paraphernalia.
They were stopped for running a stop sign. Glubck gave
consent to -s earch the car and
the items were found. Both students
admitted that the
cannabis belonged to them, and
the pipe belonged to Glubck.
Since the two were cooperative, no criminal charges were
filed.
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• ' Physical exalbination
• Laboratory work-up
• Research medication

:Ps~clUlftitt J~

ii ~tffllt1t,l'v4·

COMPREHENSIVE CARE, REsEARCH AND EDUCATION

•
•

Srorr A. WFSr, M.D.

•

ANDREW J. CUTI.ER, MD.

FoR MoRE INroRMATioN CAIL nm PsYCIDATRic INsTm.JTE oF FLoRIDA, P.A.
AT 407-425-5100 OR 1-800-939-MEDS • MON. TO FRI. (8AM TO 5PM EST)

•On Sept. 21, Jennifer Anne
Coats, 19, was charged with
driving under the influence
around 4 a.m. Her car was initially pulled over for running a
stop
sign
on
Aquarius
Boulevard. When the officer
turned on his blue lights, she
stopped her car in the middle of
the left-hand lane.
When the officer approached,
she slurred her words and had
bloodshot, glassy eyes. When
she exited the car, she appeared
unsteady on her feet, and when
asked how much she had to
drink, Coats said two beers.
After being given field sobriety tests, she was taken to the
DUI testing center where her
breath te.st indicated her blood
alcohol level to be at .153 and
.152.
• Lindsay Baskin, 19, reported that on Sept. 3, around 11 :45
p.m., she left her laundry for a
few minutes unattended in the
Lake Claire Commons area and
returned to find her laundry and
basket missing_
She searched the area and
asked students nearby about the
incident, but no one had reported seeing anything.
• Myra Moore, 21, on Sept.

18, reported leaving her car in a
lot on campus, and when she
returned to it on Sept. 19, she
noticed a dent on her driver's
side door.
A footprint of a tennis shoe
could be seen around the dent.
The officer at the scene said the
shoe print was probably made
by a male because of the size
and damage done to the door.
Moore said she had no confrontational issues with anyone
at the time. There are no suspects. The damage is estimated
at $200.

-
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Students, support and schedule keys to respect
By JEFF CASE
Staff Writer

l

After five consecutive TAAC
titles, 59 consecutive TAAC wins
and three consecutive NCAA
tournament appearances, the
UCF women's volleyball team
commands respect
But according to Jacksonville
University coach Ann Marie
Wessel and UCF's co-captain
Tyra Harper, respect is still in
order.
Wessel said the key to UCF
gaining respect lies in the efforts
of UCF's athletic department and
the. student body.
"The school needs to support
them in what they do," Wessel
said. "Volleyball needs more
recognition as a sport, but it will
fall behind [in its recognition]
because you can't. compare [its
appeal] to football.
"You have a team here now that
will make it to the NCAA's, definitely, and probably go into the
second or third round. The athletic department should say 'Let's
put everything we have into
them.'"
Wessel suggested that UCF's
Athletic Department should consider a sport appreciation day
similar to the ones held at JU. At

JU, the athletic department sets
aside a certain game day for a
particular sport and pushes attendance at that event for the week,
Wessel said.
She added that UCF's volleyball players should make efforts
to bring in other student-athletes.
Only through the support of fellow students and student-athletes
can UCF hope to reach a more
public ievel, Wessel added.
Wessel may have a point. UCF
has averaged just over 300 fans
per home game in the 5, 100-seat
UCF Arena. But despite the
apparent lack of fan support,
UCF has not found success elusive.
The Knights have rolled to a
15-1 record, including a season
opening victory over ranked
South Florida. UCF's 12 straight
Division I wins is only five
matches shy of breaking the
school record for Division I wins
(16).
The team also has several individuals among the nation's.statistical leaders. Junior Renata
Menchikova and senior Harper
are sixth (5.42 per ·game) and
17th (5.08) among national leaders in kills per game. Setter
Amanda Fielding is 14th nationally in assists (13.39 per game)

while outside hitter Lisa
Liljenquist is fifth in hitting percentage (0.76).
Despite the success, Harper
said the lack of respect the
Knights receive nationally may
be due to the opponents they
face.
"The TAAC teams aren't making us a better team," Harper
said. "I'd never want to overshadow being 59-0 in the conference,
and every time we beat a TAAC
team it's a wonderful accomplishment and always makes us
feel good.
"We always hope for that team
to play the best that they're going
to play."
But defeating teams and not
learning anything does not help
the team, Harper said.
"Harder teams may beat us,
like Arizona State did earlier (the
only Knight loss), but at least we
learn something, and it's going to
make us a better team in tum,"
she said. "We only get a couple
chances to play some big teams
and we have to make it happen
when we play them. It's really
hard to keep playing at a high
level when [the TAAC] is all you
play all year."
UCF has tried to schedule instate rivals Florida and Florida

State, but Harper said they may
fear a loss to the Knights. She
added that not playing UCF
gives UF and FSU one less loss
to think about but hurts UCF in
the long run. Harper said the
NCAA tournament could be a
national proving ground.
"We're very proud [of our conference success], but the NCAA
tournament, that's a big step for
us," Harper said. "These other
things are great achievements
and gre~t things, but they're not
going to bring the notoriety to
the team that it deserves.
"When you win the first round
of the NCAA's, it's not a joke and
that shows everybody else we're
good also."
UCF will host the George
Mason University Patriots on
Saturday at noon in the UCF
Gym in the Education building..

ERRORS
Tyra Harper

73

HITTING%
Renata Menchikova

.401

ASSISTS
Amanda Fielding

656

ACES
Lisa Liljenquist

38

SERVICE ERRORS
Lisa Liljenquist

34

RECEIVING ERRORS
Renata Menchikova
18

DIGS
Tyra Harper

146

DIGS/GM
Tyra Harper
Tyra Harper

GAMES PLAYED
Tyra Harper, Lisa Liljenquist,
Renata Menchikova,
Suzie Queisser
50

2. 92

516

49

TOTAL BLOCKS
65

BLOCKS/GM
Tyra Harper

KILLS

16

BLOCK ASSISTS
Tyra Harper

Tyra Harper

ATTEMPTS

Renata Menchikova

5.42

BLOCK SOLOS

Team Leaders

Renata Menchikova

KILL/GM
Renata Menchikova

1.30

-271

UCFFOOTBALLSEASONSTATS
UCF Golden Knights Team Overall Statistics (2-4)

Passing:
Daunte Culpepper 118 of 199 for 1,571 yards, 13
touchdowns and five interceptions.
Eric Leister one attempt, no completions.
Jason Thorpe one completion in six attempts for a loss
of four yards.

Rushing:

(at least 15 yards):

Player
Mike Grant
71 carries for 277 yards, 6 TD, 3.9 avg.
Dwight Collins
25 for 192, 2 TD, 7.7 avg.
Daunte Culpepper
67 for 155, 3 TD, 2.3 avg.
Mike Huff
12 for 23, TD, 1.9 avg.
Kendrick Moore
6 for 17, 2.8 avg.
Receiving (at least four receptions):

Player
Siaha Burley
38 receptions for 581 yards, 4 TD, 15.3 avg.
Mark Nonsant
25 for 362, TD, 14.5 avg.
Todd Cleveland
17 for 236, 14.6 avg ..
Charles Lee
·
12 for 194, TD, 16.2 avg.
Mike Grant
12 for 87, 2 TD, 7.3 avg.
Joey Hubbard
5 for 49, 3 TD, 9.8 avg.
Kendrick Moore
4 for 16, 2 TD, 4.0 avg.

Kickoff Returns:
Player
Todd Cleveland
Joey Hubbard

Placekicking:

10 for 225 yards, 22.5 avg.
3 for 43, 14.3 avg.

Fred Waczewski
6/8 field goals, long of 51 yards, 23/23 extra
points, 41 total points.

Interceptions:
Darryl Latimore - 2 (40 yards), Mike Palmer - 2 (10
yards), Reginald Doster - 1 (no gain), Kenton
Rickerson - l (no gain).

Punting:
Marek Butcher
33 punts of a 43.8 yards per kick average
Chad Downey
5 for a 38.40 avg.

Sacks:
Jermaine Benoit 4.0, Jameil McWhorter 2.0, Mike
Osqna 1.5, Fred Harley 1.0, Mike Palmer 1.0, Emory
Green 0.5.

Fumble Recoveries:
Jeff Fye 3, Deaubrey Devine 1, Fred Harley 1, Jameil
McWhorter 1, Scott Kairalla I, Barnell Kelly 1.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Women's soccer vs. UNCCharlotte at UCF Arena Soccer
Field, 1 p.m.

Football vs. Samford
from the Florida Citrus
Bowl,4p.m.
Volleyball vs. George
Mason from the
Education Building gym,
7p.m.
Cross country at Auburn
Invitational in Auburn,
Ala.
Men's soccer vs. Florida
International at UCF
Arena Soccer Field, 4
p.m.
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STAT

OVIEDO BOWLING CENTER

•

COLLEGE NIGHT

Central Florida Golden Knights vs. Kent Golden Flashes

SPECIAL PRIClllG \ALO ONLY FOR COl.1.EGE ST\DENTS WITH PROPER LO.

Wednesdays and Sundays

9:00 p.m.

•

--~i~~
~

7\

80\JYLI NG.....$1. 25
SMALL NACHOS.....$1.25
16 OZ DRAFT .BEER .....$1.25

HOTDOG WITH CHIPS.....$1.25
Rental Shoes are always $1.00 with student l.D.

•

376 E. Broadway Street - 366-5000

r,.

STUDENT
LEGAL .SERVICES

,Y

•

•

.
•
•

UCF
Kent

.L

_2_

7
7

17
14

'

PROBLEMS-WITH?
•LANDLORDS

NEED?
•A WILL

•INSURANCE
•CONTRACTS

•NAME CHANGE
•UNCONTESTED

'POLICE

DISSOLUTION

STUDENT LEGAL SERVICES PROVIDES STIJDENTS WITH
ASSISTANCE IN SELECTED AREAS OF LAW SUCH AS LAND.LORD{fENANT, CONSUMER. NON-CRIMINAL, TRAFFIC &
UNCONTESTED DISSOLUTIONS. QUALIFIED STUDENTS CAN
RECEIVE CONSULTATION AND REPRESENTATION FREE OF
CHARGE.
FOR INFORMATION OR AN APPOINTMENT:
CALL 823-2538 OR STOP BY SRC 155
MONDAY - FRIDAY 8AM·5PM
Funded by Activity and Servi~ F~es through the
Student Government Association ·

•

_3_
14

0

L

E

21
22

59
43

First Quarter
Kent - (6:53) - Eugene Baker 20-yard pass from Jose Davis (Joe Romano kick)
UCF- (12:25) - Kendrick Moore 1-yard pass from Daunte Culpepper (Waczewski kick)

Second Quarter
UCF- (2:47) - Mike Grant 2-yard run (Waczewski kick)
Kent - (9:31) - William Young 9-yard pass from Davis (Romano kick)
Kent - (12: 13) - .Marlon Gates 54-yard pass from Davis (Romano kick)
UCF - (13:10) - Siaha Burley 15 yard TD PASS from Culpepper (Waczewski kick)
UCF - (14:59) - Waczewski 37-yard field goal

Third Quarter
UCF - (1:56) - Joey Hubbard 9-yard pass from Culpepper (Waczew. ki kick)
UCF - (8:32) - Burley 12-yard pass from Culpepper (Waczewski kick)

Fourth Quarter
Kent - (1 :36) - Jason Gavadza 69-yard pass from Davis (pass successful)
UCF - (2:28) - Culpepper 75-yard run (Waczewski kick)
Kent - (8:50) - Baker 98-yard pass from Davis (pass failed)
UCF - (9:34) - Dwight Collins 40-yard run (Waczewski kick)
Kent - (12:55) - Gates 74-yard pass from Davis (run successful)
UCF - (14:03) - Collins 14-yard run (Waczewski extra point)

FIRST DOWNS
Rushing
Passing
Penalty

•

Box

RUSHING ATTEMPTS
YARDS RUSHING
(YARDS LOST RUSHING)
NET YARDS RUSHING
NET YARDS PASSING
Passes Attempted
Passes Completed
Had Intercepted 0

TOTAL OFFENSIVE PLAYS
TOTAL NET YARDS
Avg. Gain Per Play

RETURN YARDS
FUMBLES-FUMBLES LOST
PENALTIES:NUMBER-YARDS
INTERCEPTIONS:NUMBER~ YARDS
PUNTS-YARDS
Avg. Per Punt

PUNT RETURNS-YARD~
KICKOFF RETURNS-YARDS
POSSESSION TIME
THIRD-DOWN CONVERSIONS
SACKED-YARDS LOST

Golden Knights

Golden Flashes

30
10
17
3
36
307
-17
290
322
36
26
3
72
612
8.5
57
111
9185

26
5
20

3136
41161
40.3
2-21
3- 43
28:02
5-12
1/-7

31
114
-50
64
551
51
32
82
615
7.5
2

311
9/103

010
51234
46.8
1-2
3- 70
31:58
9-16
3/-23

Individual Statistics:
RUSHING - Collins 14-130, Grant 12-79,
Culpepper 2-68, Huff 6-9, Moorel-2, Nonsant 1-2
PASSING - Culpepper 26-35-0-322, Leister 0-1-0-0
RECEIVING - Burley 8-83, Todd Cleveland 6-88,
Mark Nonsant 4-42, Charles Lee 3-55, Grant
2-39, Hubbard 1-9, Rufus Hall 1-5, Moore 1-1
MISSED FIELD GOALS - Waczewski 42

Special to the FUTURE

•

•

.

r e ••

•
Team effort
UCF offensive unit had its
mo~t productive game of
the season, gaining 612
yards of total offense.
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VanGorder promises change
in defense for Samford game
From PAGE24
picking up the blitzes. They are really doing a
fabulous job and that's the reason I haven't been
running as much."
The Knights held a 38-21 lead going into the
fourth quarter and seemed content to run the ball
for the rest of the game. UCF couldn't maintain
any long, time-consuming drives with running
backs Mike Huff and Mike Grant in the second
half, which gave the Golden Flash and Davis an
opportunity to play catch-up.
Freshman running back Dwight Collins helped
UCF hold off Kent, rushing for 130 yards and two
touchdowns in the final 10 minutes of the game.
Collins, who is deaf, had the first 100-yard rushing game for the Knights' since Marquette Smith
ran for 142 against Troy State back on Nov. 11,
1995. The 200 or so UCF fans celebrated the two
scores by applauding in sign language.
Collins' big day, along with Mike Grant's season-high 79 yards and Culpepper's run led to the
best team rushing performance (290 yards on 36
attempts) of the year by far. Corrversely, the
Knights' defense held Kent to only 64 yards.
Standout running back Astron Whatley left the

game after one carry with an ankle injury and did
not return. Whatley, the nation's third-leading
rusher entering the game, became the school's alltime leading rusher with 3,839 yards.
Offensive lineman Cornell Green said Collins'
effort surprised him, but he said the freshman's
strong running helped UCF shutdown the Golden
Flashes comeback attempt.
"He's a hard", slash runner instead of a mover,"
Green said. "We need some of that type of running late in the game, right in the middle and isolated."
As for his team almost blowing a 17-point,
fourth-quarter lead, McDowell had a interesting
explanation.
"When I play racquetball or something competitive with really good friends, I tell them there's
always an NCAA rule," McDowell said with a ·.
grin.
"When you get what appears to be a commanding lead, you must let up and let the opponent get
back in the game. Some of these young guys don't
understand that. You really do have to fight that
mentality when you get a 17-point lead and that's
what happened."

Phone Sales

EXPANDING
NATIONAL CO.
Sales People Wanted
Earn up To $10-$15 HR

Support
The
United

MILLER-PLANTE INC.
Is Conducting Interviews for Full &
Part Time Telephone Sales Reps.
WE OFFER:

• Wage & Comm. Can Exceed $30K/yr
• Paid Vacations
• Medical Plan
• Ongoing Training
• Opportunity for Advancement
To QUALIFY:
• Communication Skills
• Mornings 8AM-3PM
• Evenings 4- IO or 12
• Sat & Sun AM or PM

Way.

Apply or Call 9AM-9PM:
1375 S. SEMORAN BLVD
Lakeview Office Park
Suite 1321, Building 5
Winter Park, FL 32792

407/673-9300

Collins is the first running back
since 1995 to rush for 100 yards
From PAGE 24

I

When Collins entered the game in the fourth
quarter, the score was 45-29. But after a Kent
touchdown cut the lead to ten with 6: 10 remaining, the Knights needed to keep their defense off
the field. Collins did a poor job of wasting time,
however. He needed only two carries from the
Golden Flash 45-yard line to get his first touchdown.
Quarterback Daunte Culpepper, who handed
off on Collins' first score, said the running back
finally showed what he is capable of.
"I've always said he's very explosive,"
Culpepper said. "At any point in time, he can go
in there and bust a long one or he can get you
three or four yards when you really need it. He
can be a power back or he has the speed. He's just
the total° package."
With less than three minutes remaining and
Kent back to within nine, Collins turned another
ball control drive into a quick-strike offense. He
carried the ball five times for 44 yards on the
final series, ending the drive about a minute after
it began with his 14-yard touchdown.
"He just took the ball up in there and exploded
up in there every time," offensive lineman
Cornell Green said. "My hat's off to him. He had
a hell of a game."
Running backs coach Alan Gooch said Collins
still has much to learn about the offense, which
has kept him for seeing more playing time.
Collins had only 11 carries for 62 yards entering
the game.
''The only thing he's had to do here at UCF is
recognize the blitz, blocking techniqu~ because
he didn't have to block in high school," Gooch
said of Collins restricted playing time. "It's not a
problem with the ball in Dwight's hands. On the
collegiate level, there's so much more than just
carrying the football.
"Our offense is so extensive, because Daunte at
any time has the ability to audible," Gooch said.
"We have got to get the signal system down with
Dwight, but he's still not comfortable with the

Stop talking about it.
kiss mom ooodbye.

BOOK A HlGHL

get a rail pass.

Jusrr GO

IJon·t look back.

i '

..

4.07·541·2000

Student Un1on, Pegasus C1rcle, Bldg. 52, Suite l02·A. Orlando, FL 3~816

www.sta-travel.com
STA Travel...
the world's largest
student travel organization.

.-.!1/J

STA TRAVEL
We've been there.
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Special to the FUTURE

Running back Dwight Collins looks to earn
more playing time for the rest of the season.
blitz."
Gooch said Collins teamed with Mike Grant
and Mike Huff could follow a tradition of power
and quick running back combinations here at
UCF such as Marquette Smith and Gerod Davis.
"You have a lanechanger and a little more agility in Grant and Huff," he said. "They are more of
your curveball. Then you send in the fastball.
[Collins] runs with a lot of passion. He's more
north-south, you're traditional slasher-type guy."
With a young player like Collins, Green said
UCF fans have seen only the beginning.
"It's good to have a person like [Collins] who
can run hard," Green said. "We'll keep working
with Dwight, though. Keep looking out for this
guy. He's going to be our back of the future."

Support the Knights. UCF vs. Samford
Saturday 4 p.m.

EXTENDED HOURS FOR TAKE-OUT

AND DELIVERY ONLY!!!
SUNDAY • THURSDAY

·OPEN TILL
FRIDAY

OPEN UNTIL

&

11:00

PM

SATURDAY

12:00

MIDNIGHT

$5.00 LARGE CHEESE PIZZA
IS NOWAVAILABLE AT ALL LOCATIONS.
(DINE-IN OR TAKE-OUT ONLY. MUST SHOW VALID UCF ID).

()rlando,FL 32817

2140 Chicasaw Trail
Orlando, FL 32825

1003 Lockwood Bl~d.
Oviedo, FL 32765

(407) 282-0505

(407) 277~3757

(407) 366-4511

12269 University Blvd.

1595 E. Silver Star Road

2845 Garden Street

()coee, FL 34761

Titusville, FL 32796
{407) 268-5555 .

(407) 521-5700
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Texas Longhorn fans lick wounds
after worst defeat in 91 years
By MARCO BUSCAGLIA
College Press Service

AUSTIN, Texas--There's nothing unusual about a blowout in
college football. Just ask the
Nebraskas and Floridas of this
world who load their early-season schedule with teams far inferior to their own. But what happens when one college football
giant blows away another?
That's what Texas fans are
wondering after watching their
Longhorns get crushed by
UCLA 66-3 on Sept. 13. Texas,
ranked No. 11 before the game,
was swept out of the top 25 rankings following their worst loss
since 1906, when the team
received a 68-0 pasting from the

\"'t'S \&\\(.e.

University of Chicago.
"It was one of the hardest
things I've ever had to sit
through," said ~ete Fare, a 1988
graduate who currently works in
the school's placement office.
"It's one thing to see your team
down, but it's something else
when they're getting kicked
around like dogs. That hurts."
Fare said stud~nts on the Austin
campus already are calling
Texas's worst loss at home in 91
years "Rout 66" and "Massacre
at Royal-Memorial Stadium."
"You know how you have to
make jokes sometimes when
there's a tragedy?" Fare said.
"That's what it's like around here.
What do you do when you get

your ass handed to you? You
have to make a joke out of it or
you'll go crazy."
But to many Longhorn fans,
especially that group of alumni
with the open checkbooks, the
UCLA loss was anything but
comical.
"That's not Texas football,"
said Carl "Doc" Havens, a 1956
UT grad and Austin insurance
sales representative. "You don't
go out in front of your home
crowd and get your butts
whipped."
Have_ns, a former Longhorn
offensive lineman, says he's not
suggesting the school get rid of
head coach John Mackovic just
yet, but "if that fella don't do

-r"e.

~6k~
\\\e. G\l~\ea

something soon, we'll need to
"find someone else."
On the Monday following the
loss, Mackovic took the brunt of
blame for the defeat. "I try to
share as much when we win with
other people, but the bottom line
is the buck stops here,"
Mackovic said. "The final
responsibility always rests on the
shoulders of the head coach."
Mackovic still wasn't sure how
he would get ready for the
Longhorns' next game against
Rice on Sept. 27. "There are
times you want to show the players and say, 'These are your mistakes.' Other times you just want
to throw the film in the wastebasket and say, 'We can't learn

anything from this,'" he said.
"I'm still not sure which time this
is.
Fare said the students still are
behind their team, but they'll
need a few big wins to regain
that Longhorn b~avado. "I'm not
about to write off the season just
yet," Fare said. "Right now
things look bleak, but you just
don't know. I'm not so sure we
won't see UCLA again. Maybe
that's our bowl game, who
knows?"
Havens isn't as upbeat. "I just
hope thi3 isn't the start of some
long, slow march to Loserville,"
he said. "But after you lose 66-3
at home, you can't be too sure of
anything."
II
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Piano • Brass • Woodwinds
ComputeriZed Theory

.

KAREN SHEARER
Private Music Instruction

•

Congratulations Kappa Delta Pledges!!!
We Love You!!!

Specializing In Teaching Beginners
Of A11 Ages
Winter Pork
(407) 671 -6021

THINKING OF ·

LAW SCHOOL?
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Samford rivalry reaches conclusion
"It's not a problem
to get ready for this
one, especially with
finally being able to
come home to our
fans. Each game
you play presents a
possibility to lose,
something we can't
be doing at home:'

By TONY MEJIA
Staff Writer
For the past seven years, the
Samford
Bulldogs
have
remained a constant on Central
Florida's schedule. This season,
the Golden Knights have
changed. They are different now:
better cultured, more experienced, ready to expand their
horizons. UCF has encountered
challenges from South Carolina,
Auburn and Nebraska, leaving
the Samfords of the world
behind. Like a spoiled brat who
has grown up too fast, the
Golden Knights have outgrown
the Bulldogs the way an adolescent would outgrow his toddler
gear. It appears that it's time for
one final ensemble.
"They are a part of the past.
They are still in I-AA, and we're
a I-A team now. This is probably
the iast time we'll ever play
them," said UCF coach Gene
McDowell. "They're going to
come in pumped up. This is their
Nebraska game. They should
come in sky high, an4 if they
don't, they're going to be in a lot

-

Kendrick Moore, FB

of trouble."
UCF has plenty to be up about,
coming off of a 59-43 track meet
of a victory over the Kent
Golden Flashes on a day when
their
quarterback
Daunte
Culpepper was the focus of a
national feature ~m ABC's college football halftime show.
Samford (2-3), enters the game
having lost a heartbreaker to
Nicholls State, 17-14, giving up
the game-winning touchdown
with only 51 seconds remaining
for their first road loss of the

would love to duplicate.
"We have confidence going
into the game, so it just provides
extra motivation for us to dominate," said wide receiver Siaha
Burley, who has caught 38 passes this season. "If we lose this
game we lose a lot of credibility.
We can't be losing to I-AA
teams, but we can't look past
them either. This game is very
important."
It's ironic that while the competition the Knights will
encounter is not at the level they
have grown accustomed to facing, this is probably one of the
few 'must win' games UCF will
play all year.
"We can't lose this ballgame. If
we lose, we're in real trouble,"
said McDowell. "Samford plays
hard, and if you take them lightly they are going to find ways to
make plays and hurt you .
Regardless, we can't take them
for granted because we're heavily favored and should go out and
win. They've got just as much of
a chance to beat us as Miami,
Ohio had to beat Virginia Tech
this weekend."

year. The Golden Knights repreThe Bulldogs will be looking
sent the only I-A opponent on for some venue of attack against
the Bulldogs' schedule, and are a a defense that allowed 615 yards
much different challenge for of total offense and numerous
Samford than in years past, when passing records at Kent last
the two teams were consistent weekend. Samford quarterback
contenders in the I-AA world. Jake Rackley, who is coming· off
Even the Citrus Bowl will be a his best effort in throwing for
different venue than they've ever 290 yards at Nicholls State, will
experienced. Last season, UCF's be looking for big plays against
38-6 victory attracted 12, 122, the the UCF secondary. Samford has
smallest crowd of the year. four mnning backs who· have
Thanks to an increase in fan gained 100 yards, led by sophointerest, they could easily triple more Jerome Russell (64-240that figure this season, especially 2TD's) and freshman Rashad
since the Knights are home for Brewer, who has gained 191
just the second time in seven yards on only 32 carries, and
games.
1eads the team with three touch"It's not a problem to get ready downs. It's on defense, however,
for this one, especially with that the undersized Bulldogs
finally being able to come home must shine. It would be very difto our fans. Each game you play ficult for them to get into a ~cor
presents a possibility to lose, ing battle against the potent UCF
something we can't be doing at offense. One of the first goals
home," said UCF fullback Samford will have in their chalKendrick Moore. "We used to be lenge against the Knights will be
on par with this. team, but over to not get behind too early. Last
the years we've gotten better year's loss was kicked off by a
recruits and have become a much Todd Cleveland kickoff return of
better team. Still, there is always 93 yards to open the scoring fifthe chance someon'e can sneak teen seconds into the game. It
up on you."
would be a feat the Knights
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Women's cross country places 6th,
men finish 9th at Disney Classic

ATA GLANCE

'

What: Oct.11, Samford Bulldogs at Central .F lorida
Golden Knights, 4 p.m.
Where:
Florida Citrus Bowl
Stadium Capacity: 70,188

Head Coaches:
Samford - Pete Hurt, 19-18-1 in fourth year with the Bulldogs.
UCF - Gene McDowell, 7-10 in his second year in Division I with the
Knights.
Serie~:

UCF leads 6-3. The Knights defeated Samford athome l~tyear, 38.:-6.

Media: Radio - WINZ 740 AM.

Notes:'
The Bulldogs may have a better record than tJQF (2-3):*bn~t.ii~Y Mvetoµe w
of the weakest . sc:{ledµles .am.?ng I-AA scp99ls\.SamfQrdt~ t9~¢be8f te~ts~
come this week.ag~tthe Knights .and next.· w~kagainst .Troy .Sttite.. ~.
The Bulldogs have scored.just 7~ points this sea$on~ all ag~§t I:-1\l\
competition ...• Samford q~erback Jqke Rackley is con:iing off one,of
his better games ofthe se~son after a<l8 of 35 for290yard.,aµ(i,,qp,emte$,.
ception perfOrmfil!ce in a 1·1-14 loss at Nicholls State ... , Cotnel\bacl,c Joe ·
Acklin isthe~tily. senior in the-Bulldog secondary. . #"
.
\
.~~
Knights' receiver 1'odd. Cleveland needs this game moie than any other

UCF's women's cross country team placed
sixth overall at the Walt Disney World Cross
Country Classic held at Walt Disney World on
Saturday, October 4 while the men's team
placed ninth.
Anne Panaggio was the top finisher for
UCF, coming in 18th place with a time of
19: 15 in the women's 5,000 meter race.
Following her finish was Gemma Dimery
(20:00) and Stephanie Cameron (20:01) who
finished 33rd and 35th, respectively. Susan
Hartley finished 41 st with a time of 20: ID and
Kerice Klammer placed 43rd with her time of
20:14. April Vitori rounded out the. top five
runners for UCF, finishing 49th with a time of
20:20.
John Hope led the way for the Golden
Knights finishing in 35th place with a time of
28:08 in the men1s 8,000 meter run. Lou
Snelling placed 44tlr with his 28:23 time
while Mike Haas and Lee Rosa finished 60th
(28:47) and 68th (29:01), respectively. Shawn
Maxberry rounded out the top five runners for
UCF with a 70th place finish and time of
. 29:05.

Knight. Cleveland~ who has yet to score this seM<>»~ ·retutneit~idc.kqtf.tot

··si\rp
a touchdown in Jastyear1s game with the Bulldogs. ·~ttS'ef}:io .
end Jef!naine .Benoit kas three sacks in the last. three.,gaines a·
.. · tf!1e
team witlrfour on the season: Be.noit also leads UCF in tackles with·63
a.ndis tied with linebacker Mike Pajmer mtackles
l()sS with
.~. ,~
Receiver Siaha'Hurley leads ycFwitb 3Srecertiohs~ '5~{y~~ ~dfq~
touchdowns. ~~" ;Offensive tackle Cornell Green 'btl<f tpe,;lll!l,1,es~ r~tin~
among Knightlineqien antlpe registered 9 S •roaches/ ·JV
• ·utti

Walt Disney World Cross Country Classic
Women 5,000 Meter Run Team Scores
UCF Finishers - Anne Panaggio -18- 19:15.
Gemma Dimery -33- 20:00. Stephanie
Cameron -35- 20:01. Susan Hartley -4120: 10. Kerice Klammer -43- 20:14. April
Vitori -49- 20:20. Sarah Kureshi -60- 21:13.
Megan Rodell -68- 21: 31. Micah Adriani -7121 :35. Tammy Bryant -74- 21:38 . .A'.isha Neal
-79- 21 :44. AnnMarie Dixon -84- 22:02.
Colleen McBride -87- 22: 11.
Walt Disney World Cross Country Classic
Men 8,000 Meter Run Team Scores
1. Virginia Tech; 2. Florida ib1 team; 3.
Florida State; 4. UNC-Wilmington; 5. Detroit
Mercy; 6. Miami; 7. College of Charleston; 8.
Jacksonville; 9.
UCF;
10. Florida
International.
UCF Finishers - John Hope -35- 28:08. Lou
Snelling -44- 28:23. Mike Haas -60- 28:47.
Lee Rosa -68- 29:01. Shawn Maxberry -7029:05. Ben Brown -88- 30:13 .
- Complied from staff reports

0

tor

s.it."

defender oh. his '6ack..l\ ... UCF l;las a bye week f6llowr
game beforetr.avelingto :Miss1ssippiStateon Oct. 25.

.
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WOMEN'S CREW FALL SCHEDULE
October
18 & 19
25

November
I
8
15

Head of the Charles
First Coast Head Race

Boston, MA
Jacksonville, FL

Head of the Hooch
Head of the South
Freshman/Novice Race

Atlanta, GA
Augusta, GA
Melbourne, FL

Get More Than a Test Score - Get Back Your Life

NATIONAL DEPRESS.ION SCREENING DAY
Thursday, October 9, 1997·

•

• FREE of Charge
• Written Self-Test for Depression
• Screening Interview with Mental Health
Professional from the UCF Counseling
and Testing ·center
• Educational Presentation

LOCAL DEPRESSION SCREENING
INFORMATION:
WHERE:

Student Center Auditorium

WHEN:

lO:OOa.m - 4:30p.m.

WHO:

Counseling & Testing
Center Staff

SYMPTOMS OF DEPRESSION .INCLUDE

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

loss of pleasure
feeling of sadness, hopelessness, worthlessness
changes in sleeping and eating patterns
irritability, anxiousness, restlessness
inability to concentrate
fatigue or loss of energy
unexplained aches and pains
thoughts of death or suicide

~

Students., Faculty, and
Staff Are Invited
For additional information call:

823-2811
DEPRESSION IS AN ILLNESS AND EFFECTIVE
TREATMENTS ARE AVAILABLE •

•
•

You may also call toll free .l-888-1000 for a site near you!
An Outreach Event During Mental Illness Awareness Week
Supported in part by an education grant from Ell Lilly and Company

.,.
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Haven•t you heard?
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Freshman RB Collins runs for
130 yards in less than a quarter
By DEREK GONSOULIN
Sports Editor

Special to the FUTURE

UCF quarterback Daunte Culpepper had one of his best games of the season, going
26 of 35 for 322 y~rds, four touchdowns and no interceptions.

Knights' fourth-quarter
-defense goes up in flash
By DEREK GONSOULIN
Sports Editor

•

I

KENT, Ohio - Daunte Culpepper took a
few steps back on a third and seven play in
the fourth quarter and watched the Kent
defense scramble from the middle of the
field. A lane in the middle of the Golden
Flash line had opened and Culpepper was
gone. With the grace of a running back
and the speed of a receiver, the junior
quarterback went untouched, 75 yards for
a touchdown.
"I went to the line of scrimmage and I
looked up and I saw every man was covered in man-to-man and the blitz came
from the outside," Culpepper said. "I took
the ball and I looked up and there was a
big hole. It was so big, I just took off
through it."
The run was ~he second longest in school
history with only Elgin Davis's 79-yarder
against Samford on Nov. 15, 1986, being
longer. That said, the run wasn't even the
longest of the quarter.
For sure, offense ruled this past weekend. The Knights and Golden Flash combined for 102 points and 1,227 yards, but
it came mostly as a lack ·of defense. Kent,
who was last in several I-A defensive categories entering the game, barely pressured Culpepper as he went 26 of 35 for
322 yards, four touchdowns and no interceptions.
Kent sophomore quarterback Jose Davis
had numbers similar to Culpepper's in the
fourth quarter alone. Davis completed
scoring passes of 69, 98 and 74 yards in a
314-yard quarter. He finished 32 of 51 for
551 yards and six touchdowns. With UCF
leading 38-21 after the third quarter, Davis
led Kent to a 22-point fourth quarter,
which cut the Knights' lead to nine points
twice.
Despite the Knights forcing three of a
season-high four turnovers in the fourth
quarter, UCF defensive coordinator Brian
VanGorder said he couldn't find anything

positive from the shootout.
"It was an embarrassing performance
and we should be embarrassed,"
VanGorder said. "Obviously, it's great that
we won, but not like this."
UCF's defense blew several assignments
as they allowed 18 plays of 10 yards or
more, including five touchdown passes of
at least 20 yards. Six-foot-2, Kent receiver Eugene Baker picked on cornerbacks
Reginald Doster and Paul Mir_anda the
entire game. Baker finished with 15 receptions for 240 yards and two touchdowns.
VanGorder implied some of his defense
players may be replaced by next week's
game with Samford.
"It was just a lack of intensity out there,"
he said. "We've got to get better. We'll
look to see if we can play some other people and we had better improve next week."
Coach Gene McDowell said his team
was showing the effects of playing its fifth
road game in six weeks. McDowell was
surprised by the ease with which bo~h
teams were moving the ball late in the
game .
"I've been in this game a long time and
it's never happened to me," McDowell
said of the fourth quarter. "We're are all
very, very tired. It may not look like a very
impressive win to a lot of people who
don't understand what these guys have
been through, but I understand what they
have been through and I told them I'm
very proud of them."
Trailing 21-14 with three minutes left in
the first half, UCF scored the next 24
points and Kent wouldn't come closer than
nine points the rest of the game.
Culpepper, who passed for three of his
four touchdowns during the run, said the
entire offense picked up numerous Kent
blitzes, allowing him ample time to find
his receivers.
"The line has been doing an excellent
job of pass protection," he said. "I have to
give the running backs a lot of credit for

See VANGORDER, Page 20

KENT, OHIO - Kneeling down in the
endzone after a 40-yard run, deaf running back Dwight Collins gave thanks
for his first collegiate touchdown.
In the stands, UCF fans thanked Collins
by celebrating the touchdown in sign language. With their arms raised as if to signify a touchdown, hands cupped and
pointed upwards and rotating at the
wrists, the 200 or so Knight fans' show of
respect for Collins .surprised the running
.back.
Collins pointed up to a waving crowd
as he ran off the field.
"They kept doing it over and over and
it really shocked me at first," Collins said
through interpreter Angel Carpenter. "It
brought back memories of high school
and now it's happening in college. It
made me very happy."
If you haven't heard about Collins yet,
don't worry. He's only a freshman.
With his 2,~87-yard, 27-touchdown
output his senior year at Lake Charles
High School in Louisiana, Collins had
great expectations heaped upon him
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before he even played a down in college.
With every media outlet from CNN to
Sports Illustrated doing interviews with
him, fans had to wonder how long Gene
McDowell and the rest of the coaching
staff would wait to cut him loose.
With the first 100-yard rushing performance by a UCF player in two years,
Collins cut himself loose.
The most amazing part of his big day
was he didn't carry the ball until the 9:36
mark of the fourth quarter. About nine
minutes later, Collins took the hand off
from Jason Thorpe and ran 14 yards,
capping a 130-yard, two-touchdown performance.
For coach Gene McDowell, Collins' big
day not only preserved the game, but
assured the true freshman of more playing time in the future.
"We couldn't have won the game without his performance, obviously,"
McDowell said. "We have a lot of confidence in Dwight. He's a great prospect. I
think as he matures in this program, he'll
have a lot of great days that are over 100
yards."
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Road trip resurrects men's soccer
By BROOK BENNETT
Staff Writer

The UCF soccer team pulled out of last
month's slump to defeat UNCGreensboro and Davidson College last
weekend.
After losing to Georgia Southern,
Florida Atlantic and Stetson in three consecutive games, the Knights' lost their
national ranking and much of their self
confidence.
"We have making stupid_mistakes from
a lack of concentration," sophomore forward Heikki Ritvanen said. "We gave the
other teams opportunities to score
through our own mistakes."
Ritvanen was the only player to score
against FAU, and he had one of the two
goals against Stetson.
The Knights seem to be back in full
swing after their two wins in North
Carolina. Ritvanen, who was the nation's
third-leading scorer last season, scored
both goals against UNCG in UCF's 2-0
victory on Oct. 4. The Knights' victory
gave the Spartans (6-5) their first homecoming loss in 14 years.
On Oct. 5, the Knights faced Davidson
College, who had defeated UNCG two
days prior. Sophomore Rami Vehma's
three assists and an awesome defense
enabled the Knights to defeat the
Wildcats 3-2. The UCF defense, which
was somewhat lethargic against Stetson,
. made up for their previous mistakes by
stopping the Wildcats numerous scoring
opportunities. UCF goali~ Tuomas
Tuomilehto had six saves, matching
Davidson's Marshall Tyler.
Ritvanen's second goal of the game won
it for UCF. His shot from the 18-yard
marker went right past Tyler, giving the
Knights a 2-1 lead with 33 minutes left to
play. Sophomore Arno Nurmisto, UCF
second-leading scorer, counteracted a

Wildcats goal with one of his own with
less than eight minutes to play.
How far these victories have taken the
Knights will be tested this Saturday. The
team plays No. 9 Florida International at
4 p.m. UCF defeated the Panthers 2-1 in
Miami on Sept. 14., leading to a No. 13
ranking in the following week's NSCAA
poll. The ranking lasted a week as the
Knights lost the three consecutive matches after defeating Alabama A&M, 10-1.
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UCF at Stetson, Sept. 29.

Period
1
2
.3.
UCF
1
1
2
Stetson
2
3
5
Goals:
•UCF: Arno Nurmisto (Unassisted,
Penalty Kick) 40: 10. Heikki Ritvanen
(Unassisted) 67: 19.
•Stetson:
Kjell
Aasheim
(Stian
Tobiassen) 8:26. Jon Rabon (Stian
Tobiassen) 17:37. Stian Tobiassen (Britt
Young) 64:41. Scott Bower (Stian
Tobiassen) 68:28. Jon Rabon (Dervis
Manizade) 87:59.

.
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UCF at UNC-Greensboro, Oct. 4

Period
UCF
UNCG

1

2

1

1

2

0

0

0

.3.

Goals:
UCF: Ritvanen (.29), Ritvanen (79:38)
UCF at Davidson, Oct. 5

UCF
Davidson

2

1

3

1

2

Goal by Time Assist(s) Heikki Ritvanen
(UCF) 8:05 Rami Vehmas Jeff Harrell
(DC) 22:05 Hart Roper Amo
Nurmisto(UCF) 25:15 Rami Vehmas
Heikki Ritvanen(UCF) 52:08 Rami
Vehmas David Buehler (DC) 56:56
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